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Getting Started
Getting started information about the features and basic use of the product.

The Datacom solution provides a full-function relational data repository for the storage, management, and access of end-
user data. End-user data can be defined as data that is used to provide the functionality to the end user. The Datacom
system is designed as a generic repository that is used to service a wide variety of applications and systems.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Getting Started section.

NOTE
Some information in this section is restricted to customers with Broadcom Support Online access. To view and
access all information, click Login and enter your Broadcom Support credentials.

Datacom/DB
Datacom/DB provides for the storage, maintenance, and retrieval of your data. The following functionality is designed to
simplify your use:

• Stores information
• Processes the stored information
• Logs each database update
• Monitors database system performance
• Provides accounting for system activity
• Provides security for your database information

Datacom/DB Components
Learn about the components in Datacom/DB. Find information about the Multi-User Facility (MUF), the Directory (CXX),
the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX), Logging and Recovery Systems (LXX and RXX), the Force Area (FXX), system
databases, data areas, and the Index Area (IXX).

Datacom/DB comprises the following components:

Multi-User Facility (MUF)

MUF is the manager of the system that receives a request from the application and determines how it should be
processed. MUF coordinates the activities that must take place to service the request.

The MUF startup options specify the operating environment to Datacom/DB. You can change the startup options, but the
changes take effect only when the MUF is restarted. Use the options for such things as:

• Buffer specifications
• Environmental information
• Control information

When you specify the options, you provide the resources that Datacom/DB uses to operate. The proper specification is
the key to optimizing the system performance.
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Directory (CXX)

The data definitions that are stored in the Datacom Datadictionary are used to create the Directory. The Directory contains
all the information that is required to satisfy any non-SQL request to Datacom/DB. For SQL processing, information
concerning tables, views, and synonyms is obtained from both the Directory and the Datacom Datadictionary. The
Datacom Datadictionary portion of the information is obtained from a high-performance Data Definition Directory (DDD)
cache. SQL performance is enhanced as a result.

Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX)

Datacom/DB uses the Statistics and Diagnostics Area to hold various operational information. This information is used
to produce reports, dumps, and traces that can be used to monitor and tune the system or to solve problems. This
data set contains statistics information that is collected from the MUF. The statistics are collected each time a batch job
ends or Datacom CICS Services is shut down. These statistics are available for printing anytime through the REPORT
AREA=PXX option of DBUTLTY.

Logging (LXX) and Recovery (RXX) System

The logging and recovery system consists of the Log Area and the Recovery File. The Log Area and the Recovery File
are used when recovering from a system failure or program malfunction.

The Log Area (LXX) is temporary storage for the maintenance transactions that are logged by application programs.

The Recovery File (RXX) permanently stores the log records after they have been written (spilled) from the LXX.

Force Area (FXX)

The Force Area (FXX) contains logging-related information that has been forced from the Log Area (LXX). The FXX
is paired with the LXX in that it must have the same physical and logical block size. The number of required tracks is
dependent upon the number of generated tasks in the MUF or MUFplex.
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System Databases

The following databases are reserved for use by Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, and other Broadcom products:

• 1 through 20
• 1000 through 1020
• 2000 through 2020
• 3000 through 3020
• 4000 through 4020
• 5000

Temporary Table Manager (TTM) Area

TTM manages the processing of the SQL work area. The TTM area is used by SQL processes that need temporary
space. The following SQL processes require temporary space:

• DISTINCT
• GROUP BY
• HAVING
• ORDER BY
• UNION

Data Areas

The data areas are the physical storage medium that is used by databases to store tables. Every data area is a data set
or file. The data areas are divided into blocks that are based on the block size that is defined to Datacom Datadictionary.
The data block is the unit of physical transfer between the DASD device and Datacom/DB. As you populate your tables,
these blocks are populated with multiple rows from one or more tables that are defined to that data area. Database
maintenance, such as backups and loads, is performed on data areas.

Index Area (IXX)

The Index Area provides fast access to the data. Each database contains one Index Area which provides access to all
data areas within that database. The index allows any table in the database to be retrieved based on the contents of the
table. Datacom/DB places an entry in the index for each key within each table in the database.

The IXX is a compound relational index. All key types for a given database are contained in one compound index. The
relational index system stores a given key-value only once regardless of the number of tables in the databases that
contain that key value. Proper selection of keys can optimize data retrieval.

The IXX can also be part of a Multi-Dataset Index. In a Multi-Dataset Index, part of the index is stored in the specific IXX
area and other parts are stored in index areas I00 (a capital letter i (I) followed by two zeroes) through I99 (a capital letter i
followed by 99).

Datacom/DB Information Structure
Learn about the Datacom/DB information structure. Learn how databases are strucutured, about using SQL for data
transfer and creating views, and how Datacom stores data and optimizes data access and retrieval.

Database

A Datacom/DB information base environment can include up to 5,000 databases. Each database consists of one or more
index areas and 1 through 240 data areas.
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Data Areas

A data area provides the physical storage for data tables. A database can have multiple data areas. Each data area can
support 1 through 240 tables, but a database is limited to 240 tables as well.

Tables

All data is stored in tables. Tables are two-dimensional, logically made up of rows (records) and columns (fields). Tables
are easily extendable with the addition of both rows and columns.

Columns

Columns are the smallest data structures in the Datacom information base. For SQL access, columns are the unit of
transfer between the database and the application program. (Through Datacom Datadictionary, columns are defined using
the FIELD entity-type.)

Keys

Keys are structures that are used to optimize data access or order data retrieval. A key is composed of columns. The
columns can be noncontiguous and in any sequence. Each column in a key can be either ascending or descending in
value. Each key can be up to 180 characters long. You can define up to 99 keys per table or 999 per database. Any key
can be defined as unique, that is, requiring that each row in the table have a unique value for the key. All tables must have
a Master Key and a Native Key defined. The Master Key functions like any other key but it can be defined as updateable
or non-updateable. The Native Key dictates the physical sequence in which the data is stored. The Native Key can be the
same as the Master Key.

Elements

For access with Datacom/DB commands, columns make up elements and elements are the unit of transfer. The columns
that make up elements must be contiguous. You can define 255 elements per table.

Views

Views are alternative representations of the data from one or more tables. A view is a "derived table" that can include all
or some of the columns that are contained in the table or tables on which it is defined. Views can also be defined on other
views. Views are created and accessed by SQL statements only.

Dataviews

Dataviews are special structures that are used by Ideal for Datacom and MetaCOBOL+. Dataviews provide a logical view
of the data. They can be composed of elements or keys. The elements (or keys) which make make up a dataview are not
required to be contiguous.

Datacom/DB Mode of Operation
Learn about the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) mode of operation. Find information about the purpose of MUF, its
use of memory for address space connections, and the recommended configuration.

Datacom/DB has a Multi-User Facility (MUF) mode of operation.

MUF

MUF enables Datacom/DB to access a database concurrently from multiple regions.
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z/OS Multi-User Facility Local Connections is independent of the DATASPACE option. Common memory is used for
connections between the MUF address spaces and user address spaces that connect to MUF using DATASPACE
memory.

The first execution of a MUF allocates a data space under CAMASTER or ASID 1 with a number followed by the letters,
MUF. This data space is reused with each MUF execution until the next IPL. The name of the data space is provided in
the message, DB00278I - DATASPACE NAME 00001MUF.

Recommended Configuration

The following Datacom/DB-Datacom Datadictionary configuration is recommended for all Datacom systems and required
when using SQL access:

• One production Datacom/DB MUF
• One production Datacom/DB Directory (CXX)
• One production Datacom Datadictionary

Maintain a separate set of facilities for development and testing.

Environments with multiple MUFs sharing a single Datacom Datadictionary and a single directory and with multiple
Datacom Datadictionary systems sharing a single directory are also supported. SQL access is not supported in these
environments.

Datacom Datadictionary
Datacom Datadictionary manages your data processing environment, providing a service to your software (Datacom/DB)
and to the people working with the data. Datacom Datadictionary performs the following functions:

• Stores data that you provide about the environment and about the data.
• Catalogs the data
• Documents information about the data
• Protects data
• Enforces consistency, making data easy to find
• Displays and reports data (SQL Mode)
• Displays and reports data about data (for example, that all CITY fields must be 15 alphabetic characters or less).

Datacom Datadictionary provides information about your data processing environment and includes naming objects
(users, programs, libraries, and tables). When you name objects, you also describe relationships. For example, which
user can access which program, or which table can be found in which database.

Datacom Datadictionary is a central repository of consistent, descriptive information about data and applications. The
following tasks are performed:

• Stores data definitions and other information about the database.
• Enables you to enforce standards
• Provides documentation of your system
• Generates various reports about the data it stores

You define the logical structure of your databases to Datacom Datadictionary and those definitions are stored in Datacom
Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary is basically an inventory control system for data and processes. Information about
your data and the processes that act upon that data is stored. Security protection for data definitions is also provided.
Datacom Datadictionary occupies two databases within Datacom/DB. To get the necessary information to access and
maintain the data that is stored in Datacom/DB databases, you can:

• Run batch reports
• Check online displays
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Tasks

Enter and maintain information that defines and describes the structure of your data processing environment. Some
information is only for documentation. Some information is used internally by other products, such as a new table you
create. Use specific Datacom Datadictionary commands (functions) such as ADD, CREATE, DELETE to perform these
functions. These functions are performed through online commands or batch transactions.

Structures Installed with Datadictionary

When your site installs Datadictionary, part of the product that is installed is the Integrated Resource Control Model
(IRCM). The IRCM contains the complete set of all predefined entity-types and relationships. A grouping of entity-types
and relationships is known as a structure. One group of predefined structures is the DB Model and another is the FILE
Model. The DB Model provides all definitions that are required to create Datadictionary databases. The FILE Model
provides all definitions that are required to create non-Datadictionary dataviews and define structures for sequential files in
standard operating systems.

DB Model (DBMAINT)

The term DB Model represents the structure definitions for Datadictionary databases and dataviews. Datacom
Datadictionary automatically handles the relationship of the structures and substructures within the DB Model. If an
Ideal for Datacom program accesses a Datacom/DB table, its dataview is defined through the DB Model. By selecting
DBMAINT from the online Datadictionary Mode Select panel, you can select panels that allow you to create and maintain
structures according to Datacom rules. In batch, you can enter specific transactions.

FILE Model (FILEMAINT)

The term FILE Model represents the structure definitions for sequential files in standard operating systems and for
non-Datacom/DB dataview definitions. Datacom Datadictionary automatically handles the relationship of the structures
and substructures within the FILE Model. To display panels that allow you to create and maintain structures according to
FILE Model rules, select FILEMAINT from the online Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel. In batch, you can enter
specific transactions.

Status/Version

Datacom Datadictionary allows you to have multiple copies, or versions, of the same entity-occurrence. Each version of
an entity-occurrence can be in one of five statuses at a given time. The five statuses are:

• TEST
• PROD (Production)
• HIST (History)
• INCO (Incomplete)
• QUAL (Qualified) production

For more information about status/version, see Understanding the Datacom Core Status and Version Rules.

Storing Additional Data

You can also define your own data to maintain other information about each entity-occurrence. This support data includes
aliases, descriptors, text, and relationships.

An alias is an alternate name for an entity-occurrence. For example, for reporting purposes, an entity-occurrence name
might have to follow certain naming rules in Datacom Datadictionary. This could result in an unwieldy name. For example,
a table name that must be prefixed with a T (for TEST) or a P (for PROD) and a database ID, like T_400_ACCOUNTS. A
query writer can use the simpler alias, ACCOUNTS. A Dataquery user can use an alias in a query without having to know
the actual entity-occurrence name.
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A descriptor is a name by which you can group entity-occurrences of differing entity-types for reporting purposes. For
instance, with entity-types of REPORT, PROGRAM, LIBRARY, and MEMBER you might want to generate a report for a
particular program that shows:

• Reports
• Data sets
• Libraries
• JCL members

You assign the same descriptor to each and run a descriptor report.

Text is free-form information pertaining to the entity-occurrence. You can use the text file to store supplemental
documentation about an entity-occurrence. Use text classifications to prepare separate groupings of documentation for
the same entity-occurrence.

Relationships specify how data items are associated. When Datacom Datadictionary implements a relationship between
two entity-occurrences, it describes the logical connection between the entity-occurrences. Unless you implement user-
defined entity-types, all relationship information is automatically created and maintained by Datacom Datadictionary.

Customization

If the entity-types, attribute-types, or the relationship-types that are provided with Datacom Datadictionary are not
sufficient for your purposes, you can define your own entity-types and batch transaction formats to process these entity-
types.

Security

Datadictionary provides system-wide and entity-occurrence security features you can use to protect your resources from
access by unauthorized persons. The resources that you can secure include:

• Batch and online facilities
• Entity-types
• Entity-types in a specific status
• Commands (functions)

The type of access to resources is associated with a user name or identifier that is specified in an entity-type that is
named PERSON which specifies individuals within the organization. A user ID must be supplied when signing on to online
Datacom Datadictionary or submitting batch transactions. See the person responsible for administering security at your
site.

Passwords and lock levels are definition-level security features that you can use when defining entity-occurrences. You
can assign passwords to individual entity-occurrences whether they are people (PERSON entity-occurrences) or things
(such as a DATABASE entity-occurrence). If you assign a password to an entity-occurrence, the password must be
specified before you can perform maintenance on the entity-occurrence in Datadictionary.

Use a lock level to deny maintenance or retrieval of an entity-occurrence. Datadictionary provides three levels: 0, 1, and 2
with Lock Level 2 as the most restrictive. Specify the override code to perform actions that are restricted by Lock Levels 1
and 2. See Protecting Occurrence Definitions for details on passwords, locks, and the override code.

Datacom Datadictionary Terminology
Review the definitions of entity-types in Datacom Datadictionary. Also see definitions of entity-occurrence, attribute-type,
and attribute-value. View DB Models of entity-types and entity-occurrences.

In Datacom Datadictionary, entity-type means category. An entity within a certain entity-type is called an entity-
occurrence, just as Jim Smith is an entity-occurrence of the entity-type human. Jim Smith and other humans (entity-
occurrences) have many properties, which are known as attribute-types. One attribute-type is hair color. Hair color can
have many values, which are known as attribute-values. Possible values for the hair color attribute-type are black, brown,
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red, blonde, gray, and so on. Jim Smith has black hair. Hair length is another attribute-type of Jim Smith. Possible values
for the hair-length attribute-type are long, short, and medium.

See the following table for examples of terminology.

Entity-Type Entity-Occurrence Attribute-Type Attribute-Values

Human Jim Smith Hair color
Hair-length

Black
Short

Car Model T Tire-composition rubber
Database Employee

information
database

Database-Name EMP_INFO

The following illustration explains entity-types in DB Model terms.

DB Model Entity-Types

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │  DATABASE │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    AREA   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ DATAVIEW │                 │   TABLE   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

    │  └─────►│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │◄──────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘       │

    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

DATABASE is a specific Datadictionary entity-type and is delivered with the product. When you define a database, you
create an entity-occurrence. Part of the definition process requires that you name the entity-occurrence. Name is an
attribute-type. A specific name, such as Payroll, is an attribute-value.

The following illustration contains entity-occurrences using sample names (attribute-values) such as names that you may
assign when creating entity-occurrences.

DB Model Entity-Occurrences

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │  PAYROLL  │

                             │  DATABASE │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │
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                                   ▼

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    PAY    │

                             │    AREA   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ PAYROLL  │                 │   PAYROLL │

│ DATAVIEW │                 │   TABLE   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌───────┐

    │  │      │  YTD    │      │YTD_PAY│        │YTD_TAX│

    │  └─────►│ELEMENT  ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY   │◄────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └───────┘     │

    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

When these entity-occurrences are created, other attribute-values (sometimes referred to as attributes) are also defined.
Other attribute-values, such as those for a FIELD, are such things as the field length, type (character or numeric), or
justification (left or right).

Fundamentals of the Datadictionary Structure
When Datadictionary is installed, it contains predefined entity-types. Relationships used by the DB model structures,
the FILE Model structures, and other entity-types and relationship-types are also included. This set of entity-types and
relationship-types is named the Integrated Resource Control Model (IRCM).

The IRCM is the name that is given to the installed set of entity-types and relationship-types which includes the DB model
and the FILE Model. The DB model provides the definition of Datacom/DB databases and the FILE Model provides the
definition of sequential files.

Each model consists of subsets named structures. A structure is a smaller set of entity-occurrences and relationships
which describe some part of the model. A structure can have primary and secondary structures which are named
substructures.

The IRCM serves as the focal point for the integration of the Broadcom products. The IRCM assures, for example, that the
format of the data that is stored in a Datacom/DB database matches what the Ideal for Datacom program or Dataquery
request expects.

Since a structure or substructure consists of itself and all subordinate substructures, some operations affecting a particular
structure or substructure cascade down to also affect all subordinate structures and substructures.
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IRCM Entity-types

The following list contains the standard entity-types contained in the IRCM. The FILE Model, which supports
non-Datacom/DB databases, uses some of the same entity-types as the DB model.

ALIAS
AREA
AUTHORIZATION
CONSTRAINT
DATABASE
DATAVIEW
DESCRIPTOR
ELEMENT
FIELD
FILE
FUNCTION
JOB

KEY
LIBRARY
MEMBER
MODULE
NODE
PANEL
PARAMETER-LIST
PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
PARTITION-VALUE
PERSON
PLAN
PROCEDURE

PROGRAM
RECORD
RELATIONSHIP
REPORT
STATEMENT
STEP
SYNONYM
SYSTEM
TABLE
TEXT
TRIGGER
VIEW

DB Model

When you define occurrences of the entity-types in the DB model, you can define a Datacom/DB database.
Relationships in the DB model are called $INTERNAL. This is a special relationship-type that is maintained within
the Datadictionary software. $INTERNAL relationships are represented on these illustrations as lines connecting the
entity-types.

The following figure shows the entity-types which make up the DB model.

Each DB model and substructure has a root entity-occurrence. For example, the root entity-occurrence of the DB model is
the DATABASE entity-type. However, a root entity-occurrence can be the object of a relationship outside the model.

DB Model Entity-Types
                             ┌───────────┐

                             │  DATABASE │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    AREA   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ DATAVIEW │                 │   TABLE   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

    │  └─────►│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │◄──────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘       │

    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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DB Model DATABASE Structure

The DB model has one primary structure. Entity-occurrences of the entity-types in this primary structure form a
DATABASE structure. The following figure shows the entity-types which make up the DATABASE structure.

DATABASE Structure

               ┌───────────┐

               │  DATABASE │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │    AREA   │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │   TABLE   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

DB Model DATAVIEW Structure

The DB model has one secondary structure. Entity-occurrences of the entity-types in the secondary structure form the
DATAVIEW structure. The following figure shows the entity-types in this structure.

DATAVIEW Structure

    ┌──────────┐

    │ DATAVIEW │

    └┬────────┬┘

     │        │

     │        │

     ▼        ▼

┌─────────┐┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ││ KEY │

└─────────┘└─────┘

DB Model Substructures

The DB model has four primary substructures.

A substructure is a set of entity-occurrences and relationships which start beneath the root entity-occurrence and are
contained entirely within the structure. A base entity-occurrence is the entity-occurrence at the top of the substructure.
The base occurrence can be the object of a relationship within the model. A substructure can have primary and secondary
substructures. For example, the AREA entity-type is the base of an AREA substructure and contains the TABLE
substructure which, in turn, contains the ELEMENT and KEY substructures. The following figures show the entity-types in
the primary substructures in the DB model.

AREA Substructure
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               ┌───────────┐

               │    AREA   │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │   TABLE   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

AREA Substructure Instance

               ┌───────────┐

               │   PAY     │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │   PAYROLL │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌──────┐

│ SALARY  ├─────►│YTD-AMT│◄───────┤EMP_NO│

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └──────┘

TABLE Substructure

               ┌───────────┐

               │   TABLE   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

KEY Substructure

 ┌─────┐

 │ KEY │

 └──┬──┘

    │

    │

    ▼

┌───────┐

│ FIELD │

└───────┘
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ELEMENT Substructure

┌─────────┐

│ ELEMENT │

└────┬────┘

     │

     │

     ▼

┌───────┐

│ FIELD │

└───────┘

The DB model does not contain any secondary substructures.

Partitioned Tables Model

The following diagram displays the entity-types and the special pre-defined relationships that are required for a partitioned
table. Following this diagram is an instance of this model and a diagram that shows the entity-types for one of the
partitions of a partitioned table.

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │  DATABASE │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │    AREA   │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │   TABLE   │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │               TBL-TBL-PARTITION

        ┌─────────────┬───┴─────────────┬────────────────┐

        │             │                 │                │

        ▼ $INTERNAL   ▼ $INTERNAL       ▼ $INTERNAL      ▼

     ┌─────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────────┐        ┌───────┐

     │ KEY ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ ELEMENT │        │ TABLE │

     └─────┘      └───────┘        └─────────┘        └───────┘

            $INTERNAL      $INTERNAL

Partitioned TABLE Example

The following diagram displays the entity occurrences and relationships that would define a partitioned table that is named
PART-TABLE This table resides in the $PARTITIONED area and the EXAMPLE database. The KEY-1 is the index key
and the PART-KEY is the partitioning key. The ELEMENT-1 contains both fields. The table partitions are TABLE-PART-1
and TABLE-PART-2.

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │  EXAMPLE  │

                    │   (BAS)   │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌────────────┐
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                    │$PARTITIONED│

                    │   (ARA)    │

                    └─────┬──────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌────────────┐

                    │ PART-TABLE │

                    │   (TBL)    │

                    └─────┬──────┘

                          │                       TBL-TBL-PARTITION

        ┌─────────────┬───┴─────────────┬────────────────┐

        │             │                 │                │

        ▼ $INTERNAL   ▼ $INTERNAL       ▼ $INTERNAL      ▼

     ┌────────┐   ┌────────┐       ┌─────────┐        ┌────────────┐

     │ KEY-1  ├──►│COLUMN-1│◄──────┤ELEMENT-1│        │TABLE-PART-1│

     │PART-KEY├──►│COLUMN-2│◄──────┤         │        │TABLE-PART-2│

     └────────┘   └────────┘       └─────────┘        └────────────┘

               $INTERNAL        $INTERNAL

TABLE Partition

NOTE
PCV is the short name for PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE entity-type.

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │ DATABASE  │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │    AREA   │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │   TABLE   │

          TBL-KEY-PARTITION         └─────┬─────┘           TBL-PCV-PARTITION

          ┌───────────────────────────────┼────────────────────────┐

          │                               │ TBL-TBL-PARTITION      │

          ▼ $INTERNAL                     ▼     (backward)         ▼

 ┌────────────────────┐ $INTERNAL ┌───────────────┐         ┌─────────────┐

 │      *KEY          │◄──────────┤     TABLE     │         │     PCV     │

 └────────┬───────────┘           └───────┬───────┘         └──────┬──────┘

          │                               │                        │

          │                               │   $INTERNAL            ▼ PCV-FLD-PARTITION

          │  $INTERNAL                    └────────────►┌──────────────────────┐

          └────────────────────────────────────────────►│       *FIELD         │

                                                        └──────────────────────┘

* The KEY and FIELD are in the partitioned table (parent) $INTERNAL structure.

TABLE Partition Example

The following diagram displays the entity occurrences and relationships that would define a table partition (a child)
named TABLE-PART-1. This table resides in the AREA-1 area and the EXAMPLE database. The PART-KEY key is the
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partitioning key. The PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE (PCV) is PART-1-COL-2. The partitioned table (the parent) is PART-
TABLE.

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │  EXAMPLE  │

                                    │   (BAS)   │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │   AREA-1  │

                                    │   (ARA)   │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                   ┌────────────┐

                                   │TABLE-PART-1│

                                   │    (TBL)   │

          TBL-KEY-PARTITION        └──────┬─────┘   TBL-PCV-PARTITION

          ┌───────────────────────────────┼─────────────────────┐

          │                               │ TBL-TBL-PARTITION   │

          ▼                               ▼     (backward)      ▼

 ┌────────────────────┐           ┌───────────────┐      ┌─────────────┐

 │PART-TABLE.PART-KEY │ $INTERNAL │  PART-TABLE   │      │PART-1-COL-2 │

 │      (KEY)         │◄──────────┤     (TBL)     │      │    (PCV)    │

 └────────┬───────────┘           └───────┬───────┘      └──────┬──────┘

          │                               │                     │

          │                               │   $INTERNAL         ▼PCV-FLD-PARTITION

          │  $INTERNAL                    └────────────►┌──────────────────────┐

          └────────────────────────────────────────────►│ PART-TABLE.COLUMN-2  │

                                                        │         (FLD)        │

                                                        └──────────────────────┘

FILE Model

The FILE model, which supports non-Datacom/DB databases, uses some of the same entity-types as the DB model. The
following figure shows the entity-types which make up the FILE model.

FILE Model

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    FILE   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ DATAVIEW │                 │  RECORD   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

    │  └─────►│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │◄──────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘       │
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    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

FILE Model FILE Structure

The FILE Model has one primary structure. Entity-Occurrences of the entity-types in this primary structure form a FILE
structure. The following figure shows the entity-types in a FILE structure.

FILE Structure

               ┌───────────┐

               │    FILE   │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │  RECORD   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

FILE Model DATAVIEW Structure

The FILE Model has one secondary structure. Entity-occurrences of the entity-types in this secondary structure form a
DATAVIEW structure. The following figure shows the entity-types which make up a DATAVIEW structure.

DATAVIEW Structure

    ┌──────────┐

    │ DATAVIEW │

    └┬────────┬┘

     │        │

     │        │

     ▼        ▼

┌─────────┐┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ││ KEY │

└─────────┘└─────┘

FILE Model Substructures

The FILE model has three primary substructures. The following figures show the entity-types in these substructures.

RECORD Substructure

               ┌───────────┐

               │  RECORD   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐
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│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

KEY Substructure

 ┌─────┐

 │ KEY │

 └──┬──┘

    │

    │

    ▼

┌───────┐

│ FIELD │

└───────┘

ELEMENT Substructure

┌─────────┐

│ ELEMENT │

└────┬────┘

     │

     │

     ▼

 ┌───────┐

 │ FIELD │

 └───────┘

The FILE model does not contain any secondary substructures.

For more information about the entity-types, see DB model Rules and Guidelines and Understanding the Datadictionary
Status and Version Rules.

DB Model Rules and Guidelines
When defining a DB Model database in Datacom Datadictionary, observe rules for the database, areas, tables, keys,
elements, fields, and dataviews; including the upper and lower limits of occurrences.

You must observe certain rules when defining a DB Model database. Datacom Datadictionary enforces some rules when
you are defining occurrences. Other rules are enforced when you verify, catalog, or copy the database to PROD status or
run DDCFBLD against a TEST status structure.

These rules include the lower and upper limits of occurrences that you can define in a single database. Implementing
the following rules and guidelines when you define your DATABASE structure helps you avoid error conditions during the
definition process.

DATABASE

One Datacom/DB information base can contain 5000 databases.

Each database must be assigned a 5-digit ID.

The following database IDs are reserved for use by Broadcom: 1-20, 1000-1020, 2000-2020, 3000-3020, 4000-4020, and
5000. For more information about these databases, see your Database Administrator.

AREA

A database can contain from 1 to 240 areas.
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• The upper limit of 240 areas is reached only if you assign one table to each separate area.
• If you define more than 240 areas for a single database, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of this limit when

you verify or catalog a structure. Or, when you copy the structure to PROD status.
• Each area must be assigned a 3-character DATACOM-NAME. The DATACOM-NAME must be unique within the

database and a block size value must be specified. The occurrence name must be unique within the Datacom
Datadictionary.

• The partitioning area (DATACOM-NAME $$P) is not counted in the 240-area limit, as it is a special convention for
defining partitioned tables in . This partitioning area is not defined in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

TABLE

A database can contain from 1 to 240 tables.

• You can store all your tables in one area or you can spread them across several areas.
• Regardless of distribution, your database can have only 240 tables.
• If you define more than 240 tables for a single database, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of this limit:

– When you verify or catalog a structure
– When you copy the structure to PROD status, or
– When you run DDCFBLD against a TEST status structure

• Group tables that you use together in the same area.
• If you assign more than 240 tables to one area, the violation of this limit is detected:

– When you verify or catalog a structure, or
– When you copy the structure to PROD status

Each table must have a Master Key and a Native Key. (They can be the same key.)

Each table must be assigned a 3-character DATACOM-NAME that is unique within the database. A unique, 3-digit
DATACOM-ID is assigned during SET, CATALOG, or COPY.

Each table must have at least one field and must have a minimum length of 8 bytes.

KEY

In the DB Model, you cannot define a key that is not part of a table.

• Define at least one key for a table.
• A database can contain up to 999 KEY occurrences.
• Datacom/DB limits each table to a total of 99 KEY occurrences.
• If you fail to define at least one key for the TABLE substructure, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of the

rule:
– When you verify or catalog a structure, or
– When you copy the structure to PROD status

Each KEY occurrence must have a DATACOM-ID.

• If you do not assign an ID when you define the KEY occurrence, Datacom Datadictionary assigns a unique ID when
you SET, CATALOG, or COPY to PROD status the DATABASE structure containing the KEY occurrence.

• Two or more KEY occurrences in the same database can share key ID.
– KEY occurrences with the same ID can be of unequal lengths.
– If two KEY occurrences have the same ID, the portions of the KEY occurrences which are common should have the

same physical attributes. For example:
KEY-A FIELD-1 CHAR 6 bytes
FIELD-2 BIN 2 bytes
KEY-B FIELD-3 CHAR 6 bytes
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FIELD-4 PACKED 2 bytes
KEY-C FIELD-5 CHAR 4 bytes
FIELD-6 CHAR 2 bytes
KEY-A and KEY-B should not share ID even though the lengths of the KEY occurrences are equal because
FIELD-2 and FIELD-4 are not the same type. FIELD-2 is binary and FIELD-4 is packed decimal.
KEY-A and KEY-C or KEY-B and KEY-C can share ID, even though the lengths of the KEY occurrences are
different, because for the length of the shortest key (KEY-C, 6 bytes), each key field has the same physical attribute,
such as character.

NOTE
A DATABASE structure that does not conform to this rule can successfully pass the VERIFY and CATALOG
functions, but warning messages are generated.

You must give each key a 5-character DATACOM-NAME.

The total length of the key cannot exceed 180 bytes.

A key can contain from 1 to 180 FIELD occurrences. (Creating a key containing 180 FIELD occurrences is unlikely, since
each field would have to be one byte.)

NOTE

If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it is not used by CBS or by SQL, which uses CBS, under the following
conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL uses a
sort, or a nested loop join)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY
• In RAAT SELFR, when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes
• Field occurrences that make up the key are not required to be contiguous.
• Field occurrences defined to the key can be any combination of simple or compound FIELD occurrences.
• If you specify a compound field as part of a key, all the simple FIELD occurrences are also part of the key.
• You can specify a simple field which is part of a compound field as part of a key.
• Do not specify a compound field and a simple field within that same compound field as part of a key, because

that simple field will appear twice in the key.
• All values for all keys can reside in a single index dataset (IXX) or they can be placed in different index

datasets based on DATACOM-ID.

ELEMENT

In the DB Model, you cannot define an element that is not part of a table.

• You can define up to 255 elements per table.
• When you define a table, you must define at least one element for that table.
• If you fail to define at least one element for the TABLE substructure, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of

the rule:
– When you verify or catalog a structure, or
– When you copy the structure to PROD status

An element must be made up of at least one field.

• The number of field occurrences in an element has no limit.
• Both the element and the fields must be part of the same table.
• FIELD occurrences that make up the element must be contiguous in the table.
• Define elements to contain groups of FIELD occurrences that are accessed together by your programs.
• You must give each element a 5-character DATACOM-NAME that is unique within the table.
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FIELD

In the DB Model, you cannot define a field that is not part of a table.

When you define the TABLE, KEY, and ELEMENT substructures, you must define at least one field for each substructure.

If you fail to define at least one field to the TABLE, KEY, and ELEMENT substructures, Datacom Datadictionary detects
the violation:

• When you VERIFY or CATALOG a structure, or
• When you COPY the structure to PROD status

DATAVIEW

A DATAVIEW is a logical view of data.

Through Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+, a DATAVIEW is required for requests that are made for data independently
of the physical layout. For more details about how requests are made, see the person responsible for administering these
products.

One or more ELEMENT or KEY occurrences are required to define a DATAVIEW. The ELEMENT or KEY occurrences
must be contained in the same version of the same table.

When you define a DATAVIEW, list the elements in the order in which you want them to appear in the DATAVIEW.

The ELEMENT occurrences that you define to a DATAVIEW should not contain the same FIELD occurrence (that is, they
should not overlap.)

Dataviews that are used by MetaCOBOL+ can contain ELEMENT and KEY occurrences.

• Define one or more KEY occurrences to the DATAVIEW if it is used for record-at-a-time processing.
• For details on how MetaCOBOL+ uses DATAVIEWs, see the person responsible for administering MetaCOBOL+ on

your system.

Dataviews that are used by Ideal for Datacom must contain elements.

• Dataviews that are used by Ideal for Datacom must be in PROD status.
• You can include KEY occurrences in the DATAVIEW definition, but Ideal for Datacom ignores the KEY occurrences

when accessing data.
• You cannot use an Ideal for Datacom/PDL reserved word as the name of a DATAVIEW occurrence. For a list of the

words reserved for Ideal for Datacom, see the person responsible for administering Ideal for Datacom on your system.
• You must catalog a DATAVIEW using the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command before Ideal for Datacom can use

the DATAVIEW. Dataviews are not cataloged in Datacom Datadictionary as databases are. For more information about
cataloging DATAVIEWs, see the Ideal for Datacom documentation.

Datacom Datadictionary Status and Version Rules
Entity-occurrences that are defined in Datacom Datadictionary can exist in five statuses: TEST, Production, History,
Incomplete, or Qualified production. Within a status, a structure can have multiple versions.

Items defined in Datacom Datadictionary (entity-occurrences) can exist in the following statuses:

• TEST
• PROD (Production)
• HIST (History)
• INCO (Incomplete)
• QUAL (Qualified) production
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Entity-occurrences outside the DB or FILE Model structures can be related to entity-occurrences within the structure,
regardless of the status or version of either entity-occurrence. The exception is entity-occurrences in HIST status. An
entity-occurrence in HIST status cannot have a relationship that is implemented once it is placed in HIST status.

Version

You can create more than one copy of a structure in Datacom Datadictionary. These structures are organized according
to Status and Version. Versions are unique within status. Version numbers in PROD status are automatically assigned
by Datacom Datadictionary for Model occurrences. For instance, you can create many TEST copies of a database, each
with a different version number. However, the occurrence receives a different version number when you copy a database
copy to PROD status (copy to PROD). The first time that you copy the database to PROD, it receives the version number
1. TEST has combined status and version numbers, which you can specify. When a non-model occurrence is copied to
PROD status, it retains the same version number and no longer exists in TEST.

Copying to PROD

Version 1 bumped 

                                  to HIST when a new PROD

                                  copy created

                                  ┌─────────────────┐

                                  │                 │

                                  │                 │

                           ┌─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─┐        │

                           │ Database X    │        ▼

┌──────────────┐         ┌──────────────┐  │  ┌──────────────┐

│Database X    │ copy to │ Database X   │1 │  │ Database X   │

│Status: TEST  │────────►│ Status: PROD │─ ┘  │ Status: HIST │

│              │  PROD   │              │     │              │

│Version: T222 │         │ Version: 2   │     │ Version: 1   │

└──────────────┘         └──────────────┘     └──────────────┘

If you copy the same database from TEST to PROD again, Version 1 becomes the HIST copy and retains the version
number. The new PROD copy is automatically given the next version number, 2.

Test Status (TEST)

TEST is handled differently for Model occurrences than for other entity-type instances. TEST status control is a special
facility for the entity-types in the DB or FILE Models. This facility allows you to maintain definitions of an occurrence in a
Model structure in multiple TEST versions and a PROD version from a single Datacom Datadictionary.

You can use TEST status definitions for development or testing. For non-Model entity-occurrences, TEST status does
not have separate version control within that TEST status. The version assigned when the entity-occurrence is created
remains the version throughout the life of the entity-occurrence definition, regardless of the status it is in.

The status/version control facility for entity-occurrences in the DB or FILE Models allows you to define up to 999 TEST
status/versions of an entity-occurrence. You specify the status when you define an entity-occurrence by entering a number
from T001 to T999. For ease of use, the preceding zeros in a status/version are optional. For example, you can enter T1
or T001.

Entity-Occurrences in the DB Model or FILE Model in a given TEST status can be related to other occurrences in the
same status/version only. For example, an AREA entity-occurrence in T001 status can only be related to a DATABASE
entity-occurrence in T001.

You can specify a named entity-occurrence in TEST status two ways:
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• Specify the TEST status number (format Tnnn) in the status/version parameter (T1 or T001, T2 or T002, through
T999).

• Specify TEST in the status/version parameter. If you use this method, Datacom Datadictionary selects the first
available occurrence in the TEST statuses for the named entity-occurrence.

You cannot identify a Model structure entity-occurrence in TEST status by only a version number within the TEST status/
version. Alternately, you cannot identify a non-Model entity-occurrence by prefixing the version number with the letter
T. For example, you cannot access a TABLE entity-occurrence definition in T1 status by entering Version 001 and you
cannot access Version 1 of a JOB entity-occurrence definition in TEST status by entering T1 (or T001). For the table,
enter T1 (or T001). For the job, enter 1 (or 001).

Qualified Production Status (QUAL)

QUAL production status indicates that the occurrence is in the process of being updated to PROD status. However, it is
not in full PROD status. You cannot place entity-occurrences of the DB or FILE Models into QUAL production status.

If the system abends or the backout of SQL processing does not complete when adding or altering a table, you may find
some entity-occurrences in QUAL production status. If you have the authority to delete or obsolete PROD status entity-
occurrences, these entity-occurrences can be deleted or obsoleted.

You can retrieve occurrences by specifying QUAL or by specifying the version number.

Production Status (PROD)

Datacom Datadictionary permits only one version of a structure or substructure in PROD status. When you copy
a structure or substructure to PROD status, the existing TEST status entity-occurrences remain in the Datacom
Datadictionary and a new structure is created and assigned a version number. The new structure retains that version
number until it is removed from Datacom Datadictionary.

If the entity-occurrence is being copied for the first time, the version number is 1. On all subsequent copies, the version
number increases by 1. The maximum version number is 999. When you do the 1000th copy of an entity-occurrence, the
version number recycles to 1.

NOTE
It is not necessary to copy the entire DATABASE structure to PROD status. For example, if you change a TEST
status TABLE substructure, such as adding a new KEY entity-occurrence, you need only copy the TABLE
substructure to PROD status.

An attempt to copy a TEST version of an entity-occurrence that has no constraints, to a PROD status occurrence that
does have constraints, is not successful. Instead, restore the PROD occurrence to TEST, make the changes, and copy it
back to PROD status. Alternatively, change the PROD status version through SQL.

When you copy a structure or substructure to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary marks the entity-occurrences with
the date and time that the PROD status structure was created. You can use the date/time stamp to retrieve (for reporting
or restoring) the entity-occurrences as they existed in PROD status on a given date and time.

You can identify a PROD status entity-occurrence three ways:

• Specify PROD in the status/version parameter.
• Specify the version number (nnn) in the status/version parameter (001, 002, and so on). PROD status version numbers

are not prefixed by a character.
• Specify the date/time stamp in the AS OF field on the RESTORE or DISPLAY panel or on the batch transaction.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

PROD status is used to distinguish the entity-occurrence definitions you use to run your production jobs. With the proper
authorization, you can update or delete entity-occurrences in PROD status. However, this subverts the change-tracking
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capabilities of Datacom Datadictionary that are provided with the TEST status/versions and the date/time stamping when
copying to PROD status. Using the Datacom Datadictionary AUTHORIZE Mode, access to this status for updating can be
limited. When you update the PROD status entity-occurrences in a structure, the structure itself cannot be changed except
for fields in a table. For example, you cannot use the TRANSFER function to relate a table to a different area, nor can you
add new substructures to a structure in PROD status.

Limit updating attributes of entity-occurrences in PROD status to emergency situations. A more reasonable use of this
capability is to maintain support data, such as text. This method could be used to eliminate multiple copies of the same
text.

The ALTER TABLE SQL statement updates only the PROD version of a TABLE entity-occurrence. Any TEST versions
are marked altered and cannot be copied from TEST to PROD status without first restoring the version in PROD status to
TEST.

Incomplete Status (INCO)

INCO status is a substatus of TEST status and PROD status. HIST status does not have an INCO substatus. An entity-
occurrence is placed in INCO status if the entity-occurrence does not have all its required relationships when it is copied
or added to a new status.

An entity-occurrence in INCO status can be identified in two ways:

• Specify Innn in the status/version parameter where nnn is the internal version number. For example, I001
• Specify INCO in the status/version parameter. If you use this method, Datacom Datadictionary selects the first

available occurrence in the INCO status for the named entity-occurrence.

An entity-occurrence definition in INCO status can be processed by Datacom Datadictionary.

HISTory Status

Datacom Datadictionary allows you to have up to 998 versions of an entity-occurrence simultaneously in HIST status.
Three versions are the maximum number that is allowed in HIST status when Datacom Datadictionary is installed on your
system. You can change this limit by modifying the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE entity-occurrence for the
entity-type in the DATA-DICT database. Do not set the value to less than 1.

When the number of versions exceeds the maximum, the oldest copy is automatically deleted by Datacom Datadictionary.
With the proper authorization, you can delete entity-occurrences in HIST status.

When you copy a structure or substructure to PROD status, the existing version in PROD is changed to HIST status. The
entity-occurrences in the structure or substructure retain the version number and the date/time stamp that is assigned
when they were initially copied to PROD status. Use this version number or date/time stamp to identify an occurrence
from the time it goes into PROD status until it is aged off the HIST status list.

Datacom Datadictionary also provides a way to refer to HIST status occurrences by a generation number that is relative to
the order in which the entity-occurrence was changed to HIST status. The most recently copied version has a generation
number of H000. When the entity-occurrence is copied again, the copy that was H000 is H001 and the new copy is H000.
When the entity-occurrence is copied a third time, the oldest copy is H002, the next to oldest is H001, and the most recent
is H000. This process continues sequentially until the limit for the number of HIST status/versions for the entity-type is
reached. Then, when the entity-occurrence is copied again, Datacom Datadictionary deletes the oldest copy.

You can identify an entity-occurrence in HIST status in one of the following ways:
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• Specify HIST in the status/version parameter. If you use this method, and depending on the function, Datacom
Datadictionary selects the first available entity-occurrence or all entity-occurrences in HIST status for the named entity-
occurrence.

• Specify the version number (nnn) in the status/version parameter (001, 002, and so on).
• Specify the generation (Hnnn) of the entity-occurrence in HIST status. H000 represents the most recently created HIST

status entity-occurrence while H001 is the next most recent. This number does not equate to the version number of the
entity-occurrence, nor is it stored in the occurrence.

• Specify the date/time stamp (assigned when the entity-occurrence was originally copied to PROD status) in the AS OF
field on the RESTORE or DISPLAY panel or on the batch transaction.

NOTE
If the time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Dataquery
Dataquery is a tool that accesses the most current information in a Datacom/DB database. Dataquery performs the
following tasks:

• Retrieves the data
• Provides options for manipulating, formatting, and saving it
• Passes it to other users and other products

With special authorization, you can use Dataquery to change the data in the database.

Dataquery is the information retrieval and data manipulation component of the Broadcom Information Center products.
Dataquery operates in both online and batch environments allowing you to access and manipulate data from the
database. Results are displayed in an easily read format.

Dataquery is an easy-to-use tool for accessing the most up-to-date information in your database. Dataquery not only
retrieves the data, it also offers many options for manipulating, formatting, saving, and passing data to other programs.
With special authorization, you can use Dataquery to change the data in your database. For more information, see
Modifying Data Using Datacom Core™ for Datacom.

Use a query to retrieve the data and format it on your terminal screen or print it on a printer. You can write this query that
performs these tasks for you in either DQL Language or SQL (query languages that use easy-to-understand English).

This topic contains the following information:

Database Storage

A database can contain all kinds of information that is arranged in tables. Think of a drawer in a file cabinet as being like a
table in a company database. The data in the file folder is the same as the data in one row of a database table.

In the following examples, the personnel information is in the Personnel table, with each row representing one employee.
The table is made up of vertical columns and horizontal rows for storing data. The data that is stored at an intersection of
a column and row is a value. In the following example, the table has values for Last Name, First Name, Department, and a
Social Security Number. To form the columns that make up the table, each row must have the columns that are arranged
in the same order.

LAST-NAME FIRST-NAME DEPT SOCIAL-SECURITY

Wilson James ACCT 123456789

Thomas Arlene ADMIN 987654321

Victor Robert MGMT 234567890

Smith John SALES 098765432
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Your query tells Dataquery the name of the table and the names of the columns for the information you want in a report.

Languages

Dataquery supports two query languages:

• FIND, SORT, and PRINT are examples of DQL Language.
– FIND tells Dataquery which database table to read.
– SORT tells Dataquery how to sort the rows.
– PRINT tells Dataquery which data to display in columns.
The DQL Language provides keywords for qualifying the retrieved data, making calculations, and controlling how the
data appears in your report.

• SELECT, FROM, and WHERE are examples of SQL.
– SELECT tells Dataquery which column of a database table to retrieve.
– FROM tells Dataquery which database table contains the column.
– WHERE tells Dataquery what conditions to apply to the retrieved information.

Reporting

Dataquery provides a wide variety of common reporting capabilities. You can sort found data by any sort criteria, limit data
selection, select to report detail or summary data, and change report formats.

Querying the Database

To print a current list of employees and their social security numbers, create a query to find the information in the
database. Each item is kept in the PERSONNEL table. The names and social security numbers are stored on the
database with other information, arranged by category.

SQL Example

You can retrieve the data that you want and format it on the terminal screen or can print it on a printer. The query that
performs these tasks might look like the following example in SQL Mode:

 SELECT LAST_NAME, FIRST_NAME, SOCIAL_SECURITY

  FROM PERSONNEL

  ORDER BY LAST_NAME

 

SELECT, FROM, and ORDER BY are SQL keywords. SELECT tells Dataquery what kind of data to find and print. FROM
tells the name of the table to search and ORDER BY sorts the rows alphabetically by name. Other keywords are available
for creating more complex queries.

DQL Example

The following example shows how the query looks in DQL Mode:

 FIND ALL PERSONNEL ROWS

  SORT BY LAST-NAME

  PRINT LAST-NAME

                         FIRST-NAME

                         SOCIAL-SECURITY

 

FIND, SORT, and PRINTG are DQL keywords. FIND tells which database table to read (PERSONNEL) and SORT
arranges the rows alphabetically by name. PRINT specifies which values to display in columns on the report. Other
keywords are available for qualifying the retrieved data, making calculations with it, and controlling how it appears in your
report.
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Results

The following report from either query appears as shown:

 LAST-NAME                       FIRST-NAME SOCIAL-SECURITY

   ------------------------------  ---------  -------------

   SMITH                           JOHN       098765432

   THOMAS                          ARLENE     987654321

   VICTOR                          ROBERT     234567890

   WILSON                          JAMES      123456789

 

Dataquery provides a wide variety of common reporting capabilities. You can sort the information by state, city, zip code,
or any category that seems logical. Or, you can retrieve only data for a certain state or city. You can rearrange the report
columns or can display the rows one at a time. You can even include data from other database tables.

Dataquery Basics
Before you begin to construct your own queries, dialogs, saved sets, terms, or personal tables, you should know
something about:

• The structure of a database
• Database terminology
• How a query works
• The purposes of dialogs, terms, and saved sets

The following list provides definitions for commonly used database terminology, as well as a foundation in database
structure.

Authorization ID (authid)

Each user who works in SQL Mode has a special ID called the Private SQL Authorization ID. This ID is the default
authorization ID of the user for personal database and for all SQL Mode. If you change your SQL authorization ID with
the PROFILE or AUTHID command, it changes only on the User Profile. If you create a personal table, your default
authorization ID is attached to the table name regardless of the authid you were using when you created the table.

Column and Row

To access the tables in your database with queries, you must know their table names. To get to the values in each row,
you must know the column names. A column name is a label for a specific type of information, for instance, NAME or
ADDRESS.

The horizontal components of a table are called rows (sometimes called records). Since the columns of a table are
defined with a specific sequence, data type, and number of positions, each row of a table has identical column definitions.
Rows within a specific table are differentiated from each other by their sequence in the table and by the values that are
assigned to each column.

Column and Row

    ┌──────────┬──────────┬──────────┬─────────────┐

    │   LAST   │   FIRST  │  CITY    │   STATE     │

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│─────────────┤

    │  SMITH   │  MARY    │ ATLANTA  │  GEORGIA    │

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│─────────────┤

    │  ALLEN   │  JOE     │ PARIS    │  TEXAS      │  ◄── Row

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│─────────────┤
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    │  WILSON  │  ALICE   │ BAILY    │   TEXAS     │

    └──────────┴──────────┴──────────┴─────────────┘

                       ▲

                       │

                       │

                     Column

Compound Fields

Datacom/DB provides the ability to give a single column name to a group of contiguous columns and to refer to the group
by that name. Each individual column also has a name. This data structure can also be called a compound field.

Compound Field

    ┌─────────────────────┐

    │          NAME       │

    ├──────────┬──────────│──────────┬──────────┐

    │   LAST   │   FIRST  │  CITY    │   STATE  │

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│──────────┤

    │  SMITH   │   MARY   │ ATLANTA  │  GEORGIA │

    └──────────┴──────────┴──────────┴──────────┘

Join

Suppose you were required to provide a report listing the name, employee number, state, insurance code, and number
of dependents for employees with dependents. The Personnel Table contains some of the information, arranged by
employee number. The Benefits table contains the rest of the information, arranged by insurance code. Since the name
column exists in each table, the query can use it to relate the rows in the tables to each other, whenever the same name
appears in each table.

Joining the rows found in the first table to rows in other tables temporarily creates a new table that is called a found set.
This table contains the columns that you need from each table, as in the following illustration. Dataquery retrieves the data
for query output from the found set.

Simple Equijoin Example

          Personnel Table         Benefits Table

        ┌────┬───────┬────┐     ┌───┬───────┬─────┐

        │ NO │ NAME  │ ST │     │ C │ NAME  │ DEP │

        ├────│───────│────┤     ├───│───────│─────┤

        │  1 │ SMITH │ NY │     │ A │ SMITH │  2  │

        ├────│───────│────┤     ├───│───────│─────┤

        │  2 │ JONES │ OK │     │ B │ WHITE │  3  │

        ├────│───────│────┤     ├───│───────│─────┤

        │  3 │ GRAY  │ NY │     │ C │ GRAY  │  2  │

        └────┴───┬───┴────┘     └───┴──┬────┴─────┘

                 │                     │

                 └──────────┬──────────┘

                            │

                            │

                            │

                            │

                            ▼
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                        Found Set

             ┌───────┬────┬────┬───┬─────┐

             │ NAME  │ NO │ ST │ C │ DEP │

             ├───────│────│────│───│─────┤

             │ SMITH │  1 │ NY │ A │  2  │

             ├───────│────│────│───│─────┤

             │ GRAY  │  3 │ NY │ C │  2  │

             └───────┴────┴────┴───┴─────┘

The previous illustration shows the traditional equijoin concept. This means that tables are joined when the common key
or column contains equal values in each related table. Only joined rows appear in the output.

At Dataquery Version 10.0, we provided the ability to perform outer joins, thus including specific unrelated rows in the
found set.

Key

Datacom/DB allows you to define one or more keys for a table. In DQL Mode only, keys are specially defined columns or
groups of columns whose definitions are stored in the Datacom/DB index along with directions to the location of actual
data. A group of columns can be defined as one key and is known as a compound key. Using keys to join tables means
Dataquery users can quickly retrieve data because Dataquery does not read whole tables to find the locations of needed
rows.

Repeating Fields

With Dataquery in DQL Mode, you can take advantage of the ability of Datacom/DB to duplicate the structure of a column
to create another column. This ability is useful for cases where there might be more than one occurrence of a piece of
information, as in monthly figures or family-dependent information. This type of data structure can be referred to as a
repeating field.

Repeating Fields

          ┌──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

          │ CUST-NO  │ MONTHLY-PAYMENT                               │

          ├──────────│───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┤

          │00039432  │ 17│ 17│ 17│ 17│ 17│ 17│   │   │   │   │   │   │

          ├──────────│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───┤

          │00039982  │ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│   │   │   │

          ├──────────│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───┤

          │00044524  │ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│   │   │   │   │   │

          └──────────┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┘

In this example, MONTHLY-PAYMENT is a repeating field. There is one occurrence for each month of the current year.

A repeating field can consist of simple or compound fields. Each repetition of a repeating field is called an occurrence.
Each occurrence in a repeating field can also be a repeating field. The entire set of occurrences is called an array. To refer
in a query to a specific data item in an array, use a subscript, as in the following example:

PRINT FLDB(2,1)

The (2,1) denotes the second occurrence of FLDA and the first occurrence of FLDB within FLDA. See the following
illustration for clarification.

Two-level Array (Repeating Field)

┌──────────────────────┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────┐

│        FLDA          │         FLDA          │         FLDA           │
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├──────────┬───────────│───────────┬───────────│───────────┬────────────┤

│    FLDB  │    FLDB   │      FLDB │    FLDB   │    FLDB   │    FLDB    │

└──────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴────────────┘

Dataquery queries can access one- and two-level arrays. If an array consists of more than one level, only the first
two levels can be accessed by a query, and then only if the levels are adjoining. The following examples show how to
reference various types of occurrences in a simple repeating field.

Two-level Array (Repeating Field)

     ┌────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────┐

     │              FLDA          │            FLDA              │

     ├─────────────┬──────────────│──────────────┬───────────────┤

     │        FLD  │       FL     │        FLDB  │       FLD     │

     └─────────────┴──────────────┴──────────────┴───────────────┘

To reference in a PRINT statement:

• First FLDA
PRINT FLDA(1)

• Second FLDA
PRINT FLDA(2)

• First FLD
PRINT FLDB(1,1)

• FL
PRINT FLDB(1,2)

• FLDB
PRINT FLDB(2,1)

• Second FLD
PRINT FLDB(2,2)

Repeating fields can be used in any statement that permits naming a regular column or key, that is, WITH, SET, SORT,
WHEN/DO.

Schema

In SQL Mode, when a user is added with a private SQL authorization specified, Dataquery automatically creates a
schema in Datacom Datadictionary for the SQL authorization ID. A schema defines the SQL environment of the individual
user. A schema contains all table, view, and privilege definitions owned by a given authorization ID.

Synonym

In SQL Mode, the use of a synonym provides an alternate name for a table. The synonym is a convenience that allows
the user to avoid naming both the authorization ID and the table name (authid. tablename) in the query. Security is not
affected. The CREATE SYNONYM command names the authorization ID of the owner and the alternate table name. The
other user accesses the table by using the alternate table name in the queries.

Table

Just as a file cabinet might be organized so that each drawer holds different types of information, a database contains
separate tables for different types of information. For instance, you might have a Personnel table, a Payroll table, a
Benefits table, and so on. They can all reside together in one database. For more information on accessing tables, see
GRANT and REVOKE.
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Value

A value is actual data at an assigned row and an assigned column in a table. For instance, the column that is named
LAST-NAME might have many values, such as SMITH, THOMAS, WILSON, and so on.

View

In SQL Mode, a view is a portion of a table that permits access to some, but not all the data. See the Datacom/DB
documentation for more information on the use of views.

Dataquery Processing
Online Dataquery operates under CICS, where the online portion of the Dataquery system runs as a pseudo-
conversational transaction, using CICS services to manage programs, storage, and terminal I/O. Online Dataquery also
interfaces with several other Broadcom products and facilities to complete processing of a query request by a user. These
include the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility, the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF), and the Ideal CAIVPE.

DQL Mode Processing

To process a DQL Mode query, Dataquery first parses and edits the query. This involves using the Datacom
Datadictionary Service Facility to validate key names, column names, and authorization data. This validation process also
retrieves the information necessary to determine where and how to access the requested data.

Next Dataquery uses information retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary, such as TABLE-ID, DBID, and key name to
formulate the appropriate Datacom/DB request to access the requested data. If Dataquery is running under CICS, this
request is passed to Datacom CICS Services for staging. Datacom CICS Services controls Datacom/DB request traffic in
the CICS region. The request is then passed to the Datacom/DB interface which controls traffic to the MUF. The request is
then passed to the MUF for processing.

After processing is complete, the retrieved data is passed back through this same chain to Dataquery where further
processing may take place.

Once Dataquery processing is complete, the results may be displayed in report format on the terminal or on a hardcopy
printer. Query results may also be saved for later use.

DQL Mode Sort Processing

Sort processing varies, depending on the operating system:

z/OS
If you have specified SORT, the sort routine reads the active found set from the DQF (Found Table). Dataquery
attempts to sort the set in core. If there is not enough memory available, Dataquery issues a message and a
return code, then attempts to sort the set within the Index Area for the Dataquery database. If the Index Area does
not have enough space, Dataquery issues a message and terminates the query.
For batch, the process is the same except that Dataquery passes the set to the operating system sort routine. If
the operating system sort routine cannot do the sort, Dataquery attempts the sort in the Index Area as it does for
online. When sorting from DQBATCH, include the sort work JCL statements in your batch JCL, if needed.

SQL Mode Processing

For SQL Mode, Dataquery sends the entire query to Datacom/DB for validation and ORDER BY sorting. Datacom/DB
uses Datacom Datadictionary to validate table and column names, and so forth, and determines where and how to access
data. Next, Dataquery asks Datacom/DB to return the data. Datacom/DB passes the data back. Data can be sorted in
SQL Mode only by an ORDER BY statement in the query. The rows are retrieved from Datacom/DB in sorted order.
Reports are otherwise formatted by Dataquery.

Batch (DQBATCH)
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Dataquery also operates in a batch mode (DQBATCH). Batch uses standard operating system services to manage
programs, storage, and I/O. Processing is the same as described for online except that the Datacom CICS Services is not
involved.

Comparing DQL and SQL Modes
When you operate in SQL Mode, most Dataquery features function the same way that they do when you operate in DQL
Mode. Each mode offers some features that are not available in the other mode and minor differences in panels and
functionality exist.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Each mode allows you to use its own language to create queries and also allows you to use queries stored in its libraries.
If you are familiar with using Dataquery in either mode, you must know about these differences:

Feature DQL Mode SQL Mode
Tables Queries can access all Datacom/DB tables. Queries can only access tables that are

relationally correct.
Saving Found Sets KEEP command allows you to create a

saved set during output display. For more
information, see Saving and Using DQL
Mode Sets for details.

STORE command allows you to create a
personal table during output display.

Terms Available. Not available.
Syntax Uses DQL syntax (including keywords such

as FIND, SET, SORT, PRINT, DISPLAY).
Keys can be used as PRINT columns and
to join tables.

Uses SQL syntax (including keywords such
as SELECT, WHERE, GROUP BY, ORDER
BY). Datacom/DB keys are not used in SQL
queries.

Precision A number like 13.2 means that there are 13
integer positions and 2 decimal positions.

A number like (13,2) means that there
are 11 integer positions and 2 decimal
positions.

Security Uses Dataquery table and column security
in addition to Datacom/DB security.

Uses only Datacom/DB table and column
security and Grant and Revoke privileges.

Reporting Report specifications are included in
the query. Some formatting changes
are possible during execution, such as
inclusion or omission of totals.

Reports appear in default format unless you
specify otherwise at execution. To sort, the
query must contain an ORDER BY clause
so that rows are retrieved in sorted order.

Plan Options Preset by the Dataquery System Option
Table for all users. Some storage limits can
be altered by the Dataquery Administrator.

Defaults can be altered on a query-by-
query basis, with Dataquery Administrator
or DBA approval. Options are coded as
Dataquery comments on line one of the
query. Options of interest to users may be
the time and date output formats.

Comparing Features

Both DQL Mode and SQL Mode provide the same basic Preset by the Dataquery System functions, such as:

• GUIDE
• CREATE (with the EDITOR)
• Syntax templates
• Online and Batch execution, and
• Panels that list tables, columns, and so forth
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Some differences in appearance or functionality exist between modes. If you are familiar with one mode and not the other,
you should find adjustment to the differences relatively simple.

Function: Similarities: Differences:
GUIDE Conceptual operation of GUIDE remains

the same. You select the query objectives
at the beginning and complete panels that
allow Dataquery to construct the syntax.

Since syntax differs in each mode, panels
are somewhat different.

CREATE Function Both DQL Mode and SQL Mode CREATE
functions operate in the same way.

The syntax template panels are different.
The template in DQL Mode shows the
syntax for DQL, and the template in SQL
Mode shows the syntax for SQL.

Syntax Both modes provide a query language that
accesses database data, can manipulate it,
and presents it in a report form.

The keywords for the two languages are
different and have different functions.

Online Execution Both modes provide for online execution
and use similar panels to accomplish it.

SQL Mode allows re-execution only at
selection or reporting. Although the DQL
Mode totaling option panels are not used,
SQL Mode adds to online execution
the ability to reformat a report (control
breaks, titles, and so forth) for the current
execution. Totals-only and No-totals are
available with a PF key.

Reports Both modes allow you to define the report
format for a query when you create the
query. Both modes also allow you to
change the report format of any query in the
library.

In DQL Mode, the report format is defined
using a combination of syntax and
execution options. To change parts of
the format, you copy and edit the query
and execute the new query and save it
in the query library. The query format for
the report is not saved in the query library
unless the query is saved. Otherwise, it will
be built and used only for the active query.
In SQL Mode, the report format is defined
on panels accessed during display of
the ONLINE EXECUTION panel for the
query in question. To change the format,
display and change the reporting panels at
execution time.

Comparing Commands

Some operation commands are available only in DQL Mode, and some only work in SQL Mode.

DQL Mode Only SQL Mode Only
EXTRACT
KEEP
SQL

DQL
FORMAT
AUTHID

Selecting a Mode

To select a mode for operation in Preset by the Dataquery System , (if you have a choice), review the following
considerations:
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Keywords

DQL Keywords:

FIND, SET, SORT, PRINT, DISPLAY, COUNT, UPDATE, INSERT, ERASE, WITH, WHEN, DO.

SQL Keywords:

SELECT, FROM, WHERE, HAVING, GROUP BY, ORDER BY, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, DROP (and others not used
in every-day queries).

Advantages

Note the following list of advantages for DQL Mode and SQL Mode.

DQL Mode:

• Permits outer joins
• Allows 18-digit precision
• Handles more data types than SQL
• Reads all accessible data in all tables
• Can be translated into other languages
• Has field level and content security without views
• Queries can be executed in stages and re-executed starting at any stage.
• Offers a catalogued reusable syntax (terms) for use in queries.
• Supports the relational equijoin
• Saves pointers to retrieved data that can be reused (saved sets)

SQL Mode:

• Allows a table to be related to itself
• Allows nested SUBSELECTs
• Supports full relational joins
• Supports views
• Supports the dynamic creation and dropping of tables
• Supports the creation of summarization rows
• Supports a test for existence, for instance, has complete null support
• Supports data selection that is based on column functions

Comparative Limitations

Note the following list of limitations for DQL Mode and SQL Mode.

DQL Mode limitations include:

• Does not support nested selects
• Does not relate a table to itself
• DQL Mode GUIDE permits only:

– 15 Conditions per table
– 10 SORT keys
– 10 Temporary results
– 10 Columns to be used in the computation of a temporary result
– 95 Columns in a PRINT or DISPLAY statement
– 95 Column functions or legends (total of 95 for both)

SQL Mode limitations include:
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• Some columns may not be accessible: repeating fields, redefined fields, fields that are not simple or filler. Some data
types are treated as character data.

• Uses only Datacom/DB security and does not provide for profile-codes or restricted conditions
• Allows only 15-digit precision
• Has no Saved Set Facility, although the STORE command permits saving output as a personal table.
• Queries cannot be re-executed from different points in processing, although reports can be reformatted without

reselection
• Allows limited data types
• Does not permit term creation
• Permits only limited translation
• Only one SQL command is allowed per query

Security Implications

The following lists the security implications for DQL Mode and SQL Mode.

DQL Mode:

• Allows column level security using profile-codes
• Allows conditions and restrictions that are based on column values
• Allows restriction of table usage
• Allows individual READ/UPDATE access by table or database
• Can run on Datacom/DB security or an external security package while maintaining the ability to restrict access to

columns

SQL Mode:

• Requires use of views or GRANT and REVOKE to restrict user access
• Requires authorization ID for each user
• Relies on Datacom/DB for security

Other Datacom Tools and Components
High-level introduction of other Datacom components (Datacom CICS Services, Ideal, IPC, and Datacom Server) that are
documented in the Datacom Tools online documentation.

IMPORTANT
For detailed information on these components, see the Datacom Tools online documentation.

The Datacom solution contains the following components that are referred to as Datacom Tools .

Datacom CICS Services

Datacom CICS Services make it possible for application programs that run under CICS/TS to communicate with
Datacom/DB. The main purpose of Datacom CICS Services is to provide the interface between CICS/TS and the
Datacom/DB MUF. This applies to both user application programs and the online components of Broadcom products
such as SYSVIEW, Dataquery for Datacom, and Datadictionary. Application programs and User Requirements Tables
(URTs) using Datacom CICS Services can reside above or below the 16 MB (megabyte) line. Details about using your
applications with Datacom CICS Services are provided in Linking Application Programs.

Ideal

Ideal for Datacom is an application development system that provides an interactive environment for the development,
maintenance, and execution of complete, integrated applications. An Ideal application consists of the resources
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(dataviews, panels, report definitions, programs, and subprograms) that must perform a wide variety of online database
and business applications.

IPC

IPC enables product-to-product communication and collaboration.

IPC consists of the following components:

• Virtual Library System (VLS) - A library access method that stores panels, message members, control blocks, and
user programs.

• Virtual Processing Environment (VPE) - Allows your products to run independent of the environment.
• Session Control Facility (SCF) - A task dispatcher that provides various high-level services that process menus and

PF keys, and handle commands.
• Print Sub-System (PSS) - A set of routines that provides system and network printing services for various products.
• Panel Management Services (PMS) - A set of services that acquires, sends, receives, manages, and processes

panels that are built using the Panel Definition Facility and the fields that are contained in the panels.
• Panel Definition Facility (PDF) - A facility that builds the user panels and applications that PMS manages and

process at run-time.
• Editor Kernel (EDK) - A text editing facility.

The following products use components in Ideal:

• Ideal
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Dataquery
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

Datacom Server

Datacom Server provides web applications and other distributed applications with open access to Datacom/DB data by
providing standard database connectivity. This connectivity enables web services, service-oriented architecture (SOA)
tools, and other distributed programs to use Datacom/DB as the database repository.

The following list displays the component, utility name, and the corresponding function.

Component Utility Name Function

Ideal SCPSUTIL Print Subsystem Utility

Ideal VLSUTIL VLS Utility

Ideal IDBATCH Batch Execution Utility

Ideal IDUTILTY Library Integrity Utility

Ideal IDUTOTRN Object Transport Utility

Ideal IDUTSTRN Source Transport Utility

Common Components and Services CAIRIM Resource Initialization Manager

SQL in Datacom
SQL is a database sub-language which you can use to define, manipulate, and control data in your relational databases.
As part of our ongoing commitment to protect your investments in application software resources, Datacom/DB offers
SQL support as a fully integrated part of Datacom/DB. We intend Datacom/DB SQL to provide support that offers a
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broad scope of facilities for the development of applications while minimizing the amount of effort required to port those
applications from one DBMS to another.

SQL allows you to perform powerful relational functions such as projection, restriction, joining, and union.

In performing tasks using SQL, you can draw on support that is provided by other DATACOM products such as Datacom
Datadictionary and Dataquery.

What You Should Know About SQL

While a database must satisfy many requirements to be classified as a relational database, one of the requirements is that
the data appears to you as a collection of tables.

Tables

SQL allows you to access tables as sets of data. A base table is the table as it is defined and contained in the database.
You can form result tables by accessing only part of the data that is stored in a base table. Each table consists of a
specific number of columns and an unordered collection of rows.

Columns

Columns are the vertical components of the table. A column describes an indivisible unit of data. Each column has a
name and a particular data type, such as character or integer. While the order of columns in a table is fixed, there is no
conceptual significance to this order.

Rows

The horizontal components of tables are named rows. A row is a sequence of values, one for each column of the table.
Each row contains the same number of columns. You insert and delete rows, whereas you update individual columns. A
table, by the way, can exist without any rows.

Views

Using SQL, you can define views, which are alternative representations of data from one or more tables.

A view is a derived table or a subset of the columns and rows of the table on which it is defined. A view can also be
defined on another view.

The capability of joining two or more tables easily is a major advantage that distinguishes relational systems from
nonrelational systems. The ability to create views, or derived tables, allows you to access and manipulate only that data
which is significant for your purposes.

Table and View Examples

The following example is a conceptual diagram of a table named PERSONNEL:

EMPNO LNAME FNAME MI CITY ST
ROW 1 010900 Duparis Jean C Houston TX
ROW 2 008206 Santana Juan M Dallas TX
ROW 3 002105 MacBond Sean D El Paso TX
ROW 4 010043 Odinsson Jon L Dallas TX
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The following example is a conceptual diagram of a table named PAY:

EMPNO SALARY YTDCOM
ROW 1 010043 03560000 00120000
ROW 2 008206 04530000 00290000
ROW 3 010900 02970000 00075000
ROW 4 002105 03280000 00107500

The two previously shown tables contain information about the same four people (match the EMPNO columns), but the
order of the rows in each table is not significant.

However, the columns appear in the same order in each row. For example, in the PERSONNEL table, EMPNO is always
first, LNAME is always second, FNAME is always third, and so on.

The values which appear in a column fall within the same type. Therefore, LNAME, FNAME, and MI each contain
character data, while SALARY contains numeric data.

The values which appear in LNAME all fall within the range of valid values, or domain, of "last name." The values
in FNAME are within the domain of "first name." The values in SALARY are within the domain of "salary" which is
$999,999.99 to 0.00 for this example.

Some columns, such as ST (for "state"), might contain duplicate values (in this case, TX). However, that does not mean
that TX is the only value in the domain for the column ST.

Other columns contain only unique values, such as EMPNO, because no two employees of this company have the same
employee number. In the previous example, the employee number is used to uniquely identify information about each
employee no matter which table contains the information.

Using the tables in the previous example, you could define a view that allows you to see the name of each employee
(columns LNAME, FNAME, and MI from the PERSONNEL table) and the salary of that employee (column SALARY from
the PAY table). In your "view," the information you requested would look like a table and actually joins specified data from
two different tables.

The following example is a conceptual diagram of a view which you have named WAGES:

LNAME FNAME MI SALARY
ROW 1 Duparis Jean C 02970000
ROW 2 Santana Juan M 04530000
ROW 3 MacBond Sean D 03280000
ROW 4 Odinsson Jon L 03560000

The view WAGES, derived from the tables PERSONNEL and PAY, thus shows a "view" of only the columns that you want
to see.

Indexes

Tables are often accessed by the data values that are contained in one or more columns. To make such accesses
efficient, the tables can be indexed by one or more columns. Such an index supports direct access to the rows of the table
by their data value content. A given table can support multiple indexes. Datacom/DB automatically maintains the index as
the content of the table changes.

Indexes are a performance-only consideration for you, the SQL user. The presence or absence of an index does not
enhance or restrict the logical supported operations for a table. Datacom/DB also supports a special type of index to
control the physical placement of rows to enhance performance. This "clustering index" is automatically the lowest level.
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No locks are acquired for rows that are accessed "read only" created by the system if your Database Administrator has
selected this space management option.

Cursors

You can control the row to which an application program points by manipulating a control structure named the cursor.
You can use the cursor to retrieve rows from an ordered set of rows, possibly updating or deleting. The SQL statements
FETCH, UPDATE, and DELETE support the concept of positioned operations.

Units of Work

A unit of work contains one or more units of recovery. In a batch environment, a unit of work corresponds to the execution
of an application program. Within that program, there may be many units of recovery as COMMIT or ROLLBACK
statements are executed.

Units of Recovery (Logical Unit of Work)

A unit of recovery, also known as a Logical Unit of Work (LUW), is a sequence of operations within a unit of work. The
LUW includes the data and control information that is needed to enable Datacom/DB to back out or reapply all an changes
of an application to recoverable resources since the last commit point. A unit of recovery is initiated when a unit of
work starts or by the termination of a previous unit of recovery. A unit of recovery is terminated by a commit or rollback
operation or the termination of a unit of work. The commit or rollback operation affects only the results of SQL statements
and Datacom/DB commands that are executed within a single unit of recovery.

Isolation Levels

Units of recovery can be isolated from the updating operations of other units of recovery. This is called isolation
level. When you are making changes to data, you can control access to SQL tables through the isolation level
Preprocessor option, or with the LOCK TABLE statement.

The "uncommitted data" isolation level allows you to access rows that have been updated by another unit of recovery.
However, the changes have not been committed, or written to the base table.

The isolation level that provides a higher degree of integrity is the "cursor stability" isolation level. With cursor stability, a
unit of recovery holds locks only on its uncommitted changes and the current row of each of its cursors.

The "repeatable read" isolation level provides maximum protection from other executing application programs. When your
program executes with repeatable read protection, rows that are referenced by your program cannot be changed by other
programs until your program reaches a commit point.

NOTE
In a Data Sharing environment, an isolation level of repeatable read is not supported across the MUFplex.

Repeatable Read Interlocks

The repeatable read transaction isolation level provides the highest level of isolation between transactions because
it acquires a share or exclusive scan range intent lock before beginning a scan (all rows are accessed with the scan
operation). This lock is released when the transaction ends, guaranteeing that other transactions cannot update, delete, or
insert rows within the scan range until the transaction ends. If another transaction attempts to do so, it waits until the
transaction has ended, or one of the transactions is aborted if an exclusive control interlock occurs. As the name implies,
a repeatable read transaction is guaranteed to reread the exact same set of rows if it reopens a cursor or re-executes a
SELECT INTO statement (any changes made by the transaction would be visible).

Although repeatable read isolation provides a convenient way to isolate transactions, it does so at the cost of possible
lower throughput and more exclusive control interlocks, as described in the following:

• Lower Throughput:
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Because more rows remain locked for a longer timeframe, repeatable read isolation might lower total throughput
(transactions wait longer for locks to be released).

• Mixed Repeatable Read and Cursor Stability Transactions:
If concurrent transactions are not using repeatable read, repeatable read might cause more exclusive control
interlocks. For example, if cursor stability transaction CS updates row R1, and then repeatable read transaction RR
acquires a scan range intent lock that includes row R1, CS waits if it attempts to read a row in RR scan range with
exclusive control. While CS is waiting, unless row R1 has already been read by the RR scan, RR eventually attempts
to read row R1 with a row-level share lock. But because CS is waiting on RR, neither transaction can continue. So,
the deadlock condition is resolved by abnormally terminating RR, which releases its locks and allows CS to continue.
In this case, if transaction CS is changed to repeatable read isolation, it acquires an exclusive scan range intent lock
before updating row R1. Transaction RR then waits when it attempts to acquire its scan range intent lock.

• Scan Range May be Entire Table:
A deadlock can still occur if concurrent repeatable read transactions acquire multiple scan range intent locks. The
same conditions exist as with row-level locking of cursor stability transactions, except that with repeatable read a
larger number of rows might be locked with the scan ranges, and these locks are held for a longer timeframe. This is
especially true when the first column of the scan index is not restricted, or multiple indexes are merged. In these cases,
the scan range is the entire table.

• Avoiding Deadlocks:
If deadlock avoidance is critical, it can be avoided if all concurrent transactions execute LOCK TABLE statements in
the same sequence before executing any other statements in a transaction. If the transaction might insert, update, or
delete rows of a table, the lock must be exclusive, and this causes all other transactions attempting to execute a LOCK
TABLE statement for the table, or tables, to wait. Because the LOCK TABLE statements are executed in the same
sequence, perhaps by table name, no deadlock can occur.

Schemas

A schema is a collection of tables, views, synonyms, and plans which make up an SQL environment. Schemas might
be created so that each user has a personalized SQL environment by creating a schema for each user. Schemas might
also be created that reflect some other organization of data, such as by department or project. Or a combination of both
approaches might be used.

Authorization ID

The name of a schema is known as its authorization ID. A fully qualified table, view, synonym, or plan name consists of
the name of the object and the authorization ID of the schema to which the object belongs. If an authorization ID is not
explicitly specified, the default authorization ID in effect is assumed.

NOTE
For application programs, the default authorization ID is the one named in the AUTHID= Preprocessor option.

Accessor ID

An accessor ID designates a user. This ID is a user ID, not a schema authorization ID.

Privileges

Security is typically handled using the Datacom/DB External Security Model. With external security, access rights to the
underlying data are controlled through table, plans, or view rights, which are defined in the external security product.

Optionally, you might secure access using the SQL Security Model. With the SQL Security Model, privileges are
automatically granted to the owner when a table or view is created. The owner might then grant and revoke those
privileges to others by issuing GRANT and REVOKE statements. With external security, there is no automatic granting of
privileges.
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NOTE
Privileges in Datacom/DB are granted to users, not to schema IDs. For example, when a table is created
the table is defined to be in a particular schema. Privileges which are automatically granted are given to the
accessor ID of the user who executed the CREATE TABLE statements. Similarly, when privileges are granted,
they are granted to users, not schemas.

Synonym

Synonyms are alternative names for tables and views. The full name of a table or view is qualified by the authorization ID.
You can avoid using the full name by defining a synonym for a specific table or view. These short names are especially
useful when accessing a table or view that is owned by another schema.

SQL Statements

You embed SQL statements in a host program that is written in a host language such as COBOL or PL/I.
Variables defined in the host program that are referenced by the SQL statements are called host variables.

You can also submit certain SQL statements through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility or
interactively through Dataquery. For more information, see the SQL Statements section.

Datacom/DB supports the dynamic preparation and execution of SQL statements under the control of an application
program. For more information, see Dynamic SQL.

The SQL sub-language consists of the following statements:

Data Definition Language (DDL)
DDL statements define the SQL objects, such as tables and views.

NOTE
Because DDL statements are not recorded to the Log Area (LXX), they are not recoverable using
the RECOVERY function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY). In the case of DDL statements, it is
therefore your responsibility to ensure the existence of the Directory (CXX) definitions necessary for
recovery.

Data Manipulation Language (DML)
DML statements let you access and manipulate the data in your SQL tables.

NOTE
You cannot use SQL DML statements to do maintenance on the DATA-DICT database. Therefore, no
maintenance can be done to any tables in the DATA-DICT database using SQL.

SQL Control Statements
Includes the CALL and EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements that support the implementation of procedures and
triggers beginning in r10
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The following table lists the SQL statements in the categories of DDL, DML, and SQL Control Statements:

Data Definition Language (DDL) Data Manipulation Language (DML) SQL Control Statements
ALTER AREA
ALTER DATABASE
ALTER TABLE
COMMENT ON
CREATE AREA
CREATE DATABASE
CREATE INDEX
CREATE PROCEDURE
CREATE RULE
CREATE SCHEMA
CREATE SYNONYM
CREATE TABLE
CREATE TRIGGER
CREATE VIEW
DROP
DROP AREA
DROP DATABASE
GRANT
REVOKE

Cursor operations:
CLOSE
DECLARE CURSOR
DELETE...CURRENT (positioned DELETE)
FETCH
OPEN
UPDATE...CURRENT (positioned
UPDATE)
Non-cursor operations:
DELETE (searched DELETE)
INSERT
SELECT
UPDATE (searched UPDATE)
Exception handling operations:
WHENEVER

CALL
EXECUTE PROCEDURE

The following table lists the dynamic SQL and SQL session statements:

Dynamic SQL Statements SQL Session Statement
DESCRIBE
dynamic DECLARE
dynamic FETCH
dynamic OPEN
EXECUTE
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
PREPARE

SET CURRENT SQLID

See the descriptions of the SQL statements beginning with ALTER TABLE for information on how to use these
statements.

Binding

SQL statements must be prepared during the program preparation process before the program is executed. This process
is named binding. The SQL Preprocessor prepares the SQL portions of a source program for execution.

Datacom/DB delays some decisions which impact the method that is used to execute an SQL statement until execution
time if information that is required to make the best decision is not available until execution time. This technique is named
phased binding. In effect, the binding process is performed in discrete phases and one of those phases does not occur
until execution time.

For SQL statements embedded in a host language, such as COBOL, binding is performed when the program is
preprocessed. For SQL statements executed through Dataquery, binding occurs during the validation step. For the
Datacom Datadictionary, binding occurs automatically when SQL statements are executed.
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When a statement is prepared, any dependencies of that statement on table or view definitions are recorded in the
Datacom Datadictionary. If any dependent objects are changed, the related statement is marked invalid and must be
rebound before it can be executed again.

The SQL Manager automatically attempts a rebind when an invalid statement is executed. Rebinding can also be
requested in advance. For more information, see SQL Preprocessors.

Plan

A product of the binding process is the Datacom/DB access plan. The plan is required by Datacom/DB to process SQL
statements encountered during execution. The preparation phase builds the plan for the application and binds a statement
to table, view, and synonym definitions stored in the Datacom Datadictionary. The cost of binding is eliminated at each
execution of a statement.

Because SQL plans are stored in the Datacom Datadictionary, the Datacom Datadictionary must be available to execute
previously prepared SQL statements.

SQL plans are securable. With plan security you can create a plan such that, to execute the plan, an accessor ID
must have the plan EXECUTE privilege for that plan. The plan EXECUTE privilege can be granted with the GRANT
statement and revoked with the REVOKE statement. For other plan security information, see GRANT and REVOKE, and
see CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, CHECKWHO=, and SAVEPLANSEC= options, in the SQL Preprocessor Options.

SQL Schemas
Before you can use the capabilities SQL offers for defining, manipulating, and, controlling data, a schema is required to
define your SQL environment. A schema is required before you can use SQL.

The schema is essentially an authorization ID and all the SQL objects (tables, views, plans, and synonyms) qualified by
that authorization ID.

You can create a schema in the following ways:

• Embed a CREATE SCHEMA statement in an application.
• Submit the CREATE SCHEMA statement through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility.
• Use DBSQLPR to CREATE SCHEMA

When you create your schema, the only requirement is that you specify the authorization ID. You can optionally define
your tables, views, and synonyms at that time, or you can create these objects separately as needed.

SQL Databases
Use the SQL statement CREATE DATABASE to define database definitions in the Datacom/DB environment. A Multi-User
Facility (MUF) supports databases with IDs 1-5000. Some of these database IDs (DBIDs) are reserved for system use.

SQL Areas
Learn how to define an area or areas for a database in Datacom with the CREATE AREA statement in SQL.

Use the SQL statement CREATE AREA to define one or more areas for the database created. A database requires at least
one area, and each area requires at least one table. Each table must contain at least one column and one index.

Before you use any tables that are created in a new database and area, allocate and initialize the data areas and index
areas or use the DBUTLTY function PREINIT. (See PREINIT (Pre-Format Index and Data Areas) for more information.)

Using SQL Tables
Learn about using SQL tables in Datacom SQL. Find information about logging, creating tables, using existing tables, and
populating and accessing tables.
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Once you have a schema, database, and areas, you must have tables that SQL can access. In the Datacom/DB
environment, you must have a table definition in the Datacom Datadictionary. Also, it must be associated with a data area
where the table data is to be stored. The data area must be defined in the Datacom Datadictionary and be associated
with a specific database, which has been cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). If they meet the requirements
for access by SQL, you can use existing tables. You can also modify existing tables so SQL can access them, or you can
create your own tables.

NOTE
When you use Datacom Datadictionary to modify any attribute of a table that is accessible through SQL,
Datacom Datadictionary changes the SQL-ACCESS attribute-value to N. You must run the VERIFY or
CATALOG function on the table to make Datacom Datadictionary change the value back to Y and allow SQL
access.

SQL Tables and Logging

Proper execution of SQL statements that cause data change requires all affected tables to have logging enabled. Logging
should not be turned off (LOGGING=NO) for any SQL maintenance. This applies to both the Datacom Datadictionary
definition and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT option.

Creating SQL Tables

To create SQL tables, you can embed CREATE TABLE statements (one for each table) in an application, or you can
submit CREATE TABLE statements through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility. You can also
create SQL tables through Dataquery (see the Dataquery documentation for details). To define an SQL table, specify the
name of the table and the name, the data type, and the length of each column in the table.

You can optionally specify if one or more columns are to have a unique value for each row of the table. You can specify
this UNIQUE constraint on individual columns and/or a list of columns whose combined values are unique. Using the
UNIQUE constraint creates a KEY entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
Uniqueness is enforced at the key level, not at the column level. Therefore, UNIQUE forces unique values for
the entire key and not for the individual columns making up the key.

When you define your table, you can specify the area where the table data is to reside. If you do not specify the area
name, the data is placed in a default area which is specified at installation for your convenience. If you want to store your
data in an area other than the default, see your Database Administrator to have a specific area defined for your use.

When the CREATE TABLE statement is executed (either embedded or through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility), the table, columns, and any KEY entity-occurrences that are generated by use of the UNIQUE
option are defined to Datacom Datadictionary in PRODuction status and cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

Using Existing Tables

If they adhere to the following rules, existing tables which were not created by the SQL Manager can be accessed by
SQL:

1. The table definition must exist in the Datacom Datadictionary.
2. The value in the SQLNAME attribute of the table must be a valid SQL table name. The valid character set includes

A-Z, 0-9, $, #, @, and _ (underscore). The area and database in which the table resides must also have valid
SQLNAMEs.

3. The value in the AUTHID attribute of the table must be a valid authorization ID.
4. Field names must have valid SQL column names that are specified for the SQLNAME attribute.
5. If the table includes group fields and you are not using DATACOM VIEWs, only the lowest-level, simple fields can be

accessed using SQL. For information, see DATACOM VIEWs.
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6. Data types other than the following types are treated as character fields by SQL. See SQL Data Type Support for All
Datacom/DB Tables for more information.
– C (character)
– B 2 (small integer, 2-byte binary, signed)
– B 4 (long integer, 4-byte binary, signed)
– L (float, signed)
– D (packed decimal, signed; decimal, unsigned; decimal, positive)
– N (zoned decimal, signed; numeric, unsigned; numeric, positive)
– DATE (B 4 (binary, length=4) SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-DATE)
– TIME (B 3 (binary, length=3) SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-TIME)
– TIMESTAMP (B 10 (binary length=10) SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-STMP)

NOTE
DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP are stored as binary data but are automatically converted to character strings
in SQL. If you are accessing an SQL DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP with a non-SQL command, you must
perform the conversion from the internal format yourself.

See Data Types for more information about SQL data types.
7. If the repeat factor of a group field is greater than one, the entire field is treated as one-character column by SQL. For

example, let the repeat factor be represented by the letter R, then all R elements are treated as one-character column
by SQL. Arrays on group fields are not supported. If the table includes arrays and you are not using DATACOM
VIEWs, the entire array is treated as one-character field by SQL.

NOTE
To process this as group field using a DATACOM VIEW, you must create a "redefine" that either defines each
subfield R times or redefines the group field as a CHAR column with a repeat factor of R. In the latter case,
the SQL SUBSTR (substring) and CAST WITHOUT CONVERSION functions can be used to extract the
desired sub-fields. Parallel arrays of simple repeating fields are supported.

8. No variable-length fields can exist in the table definition.
9. Redefined fields can exist in the table definition, but SQL ignores the REDEFINES attribute.
10. The value of the SQL-INTENT attribute of the table must be set to Y to mark that the table is to be accessed by

SQL. The table must successfully pass the verification for SQL access during the catalog operation before it can be
accessed by SQL.

11. After you complete any modifications to make the tables SQL accessible, the table must be copied to PROD status
and cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

The SQL CREATE TABLE statement cannot create a remote, partitioned or replicated table. For remote tables, SQL
access requires a complete duplicate definition of a remote table in Datacom Datadictionary. The version control
enforcement is not available. Version control enforcement helps ensure that remote definitions are synchronized with the
local active definition.

Populating SQL Tables

Before you can access data in a newly defined SQL table, you must populate the table. You can use any traditional
method to load the data, or you can use the SQL INSERT statement.

Accessing SQL Tables

Once your table is populated, you can access data using DML statements you:

• Embed in applications (see Embedding SQL Statements in Host Programs).
• Submit through Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility (see Using the Interactive SQL Service

Facility).
• Submit through .
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NOTE
You cannot use SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to modify tables that are defined in Datacom
Datadictionary as SQL read-only. For more information about SQL read-only tables, see SQL Read-Only.

Selecting and Manipulating Data
You can select the data that you want to work with using the SQL SELECT statement. Since SQL is a powerful language,
the SELECT statement can accommodate complex constructs. However, if you are a new SQL user, you may want to
start with simple language constructs, especially using the SELECT and specifying search conditions.

The most common data manipulation operations involve inserting, updating, and deleting. Specifying the data to be
manipulated can involve cursor and non-cursor operations.

In application programs, any changes to data can be committed by issuing the COMMIT WORK statement. Changes
which have not been committed can be backed out by issuing the ROLLBACK WORK statement. Datacom Datadictionary
and Dataquery automatically handle transaction commits and rollbacks.

Dynamic SQL
When static SQL cannot satisfy the functional requirements of a program, use dynamic SQL for the statements that are
listed in the table in the section PREPARE.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Static SQL

In static SQL, you embed SQL statements (the SQL source) in a host language program and bind them before
executing the program. When you complete these tasks, the statements are static. Therefore, when you write the SQL
source into the program, the format of the SQL statements are known to you and are unchanged when the program is
executed. When you write the program, if the type of SQL statements (such as SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT) to use and
the table names and column names of the data to access are known, static SQL efficiently provides what you need.
Use dynamic SQL if your program requires complete flexibility. Such as, if it must execute so many different types and
structures of SQL statements that it is impossible for it to contain a model of each one.

Do not think of static SQL as being unflexible. If your static SQL statements include host variables that your program
changes, you can use static SQL and still enjoy a reasonable amount of flexibility. Consider the following COBOL
example. Notice that the values of WRKRID and NEWPRAT are reset each time the UPDATE statement is re-executed.
The UPDATE statement updates the performance ratings of as many workers as required with whatever values are
needed.

  MOVE PRFRAT-7 TO NEWPRAT.

  MOVE 000090 TO WRKRID.

  EXEC SQL

    UPDATE DRAKE06.WRK

      SET RATING = :NEWPRAT

      WHERE WRKNO = :WRKRID

  END-EXEC.

Dynamic SQL

In dynamic SQL, you do not write SQL source statements into the application program. Instead, you use variables in the
host language to contain the SQL source. The SQL statements are then dynamically prepared and executed within the
program as it runs and can change one or more times during the execution of the program. Therefore, you do not need to
have complete knowledge of the full format of a dynamic SQL statement at the time you write the program.
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For example, if your program must allow for a large variety of selection criteria. With static SQL, a small set of criteria can
be used to select rows of a table while the rest of the criteria are compared against the return rows. With dynamic SQL, an
SQL WHERE clause can be generated to drive the program and match the criteria exactly. A WHERE clause produces an
intermediate result table by applying a search condition to each row of a table R, the result of a FROM clause. The result
table contains the rows of R for which the search condition is true. See the description in Subselect.

Dynamic SQL in Datacom/DB

Dynamic SQL in Datacom/DB is compatible with dynamic SQL of IBM Db2. Application programs that have been using
the dynamic SQL of IBM Db2 can precompile successfully and can execute equivalently under the Db2 mode of Datacom/
DB.

Five statements in Datacom/DB support dynamic SQL:

• DECLARE STATEMENT
For syntax compatibility with other SQL implementations, the DECLARE STATEMENT is accepted by the Datacom/
DB Preprocessor for SQL. However, Datacom/DB ignores everything after the keyword STATEMENT up to the end-of-
statement delimiter. Datacom/DB functionality is not affected.

• DESCRIBE
This statement obtains information about a specified table or view, or about a statement that has been prepared for
execution by the PREPARE statement.

• EXECUTE
This statement executes an SQL statement that has previously been prepared for execution by the PREPARE
statement.

• EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
This statement prepares an executable form of an SQL statement from a character string form, executes the SQL
statement, and then destroys the executable form.

• PREPARE
This statement creates an executable SQL statement from a character string form of the statement. The executable
form is called a prepared statement.

Three other Datacom/DB SQL statements also support dynamic SQL:

• DECLARE CURSOR
• FETCH
• OPEN

INCLUDE Directive

For users of PL/I and Assembler, the INCLUDE directive attaches special meaning to a member name of SQLDA,
referring to the SQL Descriptor Area. For more information about the SQLDA, see SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA). When
INCLUDE SQLDA is specified, the Preprocessor for PL/I or Assembler includes the description of an SQL Descriptor Area
(SQLDA) for use by dynamic SQL statements. For more information on the INCLUDE directive, for PL/I see Rules for SQL
INCLUDEs in PL/I, or for Assembler see Rules for SQL INCLUDEs in Assembler. For an example SQLDA in COBOL, see
Example.

Name Types

Two Datacom/DB name types (descriptor-name and statement-name) support dynamic SQL. For more information about
naming conventions,see Basic SQL Language Elements.

Reserved Words

Four reserved words pertain to dynamic SQL, as shown on Reserved Words: DESCRIPTOR, EXECUTE, IMMEDIATE,
USING.
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Parameter Markers

A parameter marker is a question mark (?) that is used in place of a host variable in dynamic SQL statements. The rules
for using parameter markers in a prepared statement are given on Rules for Parameter Markers. If a prepared statement
contains parameter markers, you must use the USING clause of the EXECUTE statement. For information about the
USING clause and parameter marker replacement, see PREPARE.

Security Implications of Dynamic SQL

Security checking of a dynamically prepared statement is always done when that statement is executed. When
a statement is dynamically prepared, no security checking is done, because no special privileges are required to
dynamically prepare SQL statements. When the dynamically prepared statement is executed, the accessor ID of the
executor is checked for the required privileges to do the requested operations on the database.

Using Dynamic SQL in Application Programs

An SQL statement in character string form is accepted as input by or is generated from an application program that uses
dynamic SQL. To simplify a program that uses dynamic SQL, code it so that it either does not use SELECT statements or
only uses SELECT statements that return a known number of values of known types.

When you are coding a program that uses dynamic SQL, but you do not know which SQL statements are to be executed,
consider having the program take the following steps:

1. For input data (including parameter markers), translate it into an SQL statement.
2. For the SQL statement,

a. Prepare it for execution, and
b. Obtain its description.

3. For SELECT statements, acquire enough main storage to contain the data that is retrieved.
4. Then, either:

a. Execute the statement, or
b. Fetch the rows of data.

5. Next, process the information that is returned.
6. And then deal with SQL return codes

Performance Considerations

Be aware of the following performance considerations regarding dynamic SQL. When you use dynamic SQL statements,
the "runtime overhead" is greater than for static SQL statements. The overhead is greater because the processing of
the statement is similar to a program that must be preprocessed before it is executed. You may want to limit your use of
dynamic SQL to those situations in which its flexibility is required.

Performance is not greatly affected if you only use a few dynamic SQL statements in an application program that takes a
long time to execute. The same number of dynamic SQL statements in a program of short duration, however, can affect
performance significantly.

The following sections show how the various statement-types and new variants of statement-types that make up Dynamic
SQL are used. These statement-types provide an application with the ability to execute SQL statements when those
statements are not known before the program is executed.

Classes of Use

The four classes of use for dynamic SQL are:
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• When no SELECT statements are issued dynamically, dynamic allocation of main storage is unnecessary and the
simplest way to use dynamic SQL. For more information, see the Dynamic SQL for Non-SELECT Statements example.

• Use fixed-list SELECT statements when you know ahead of program execution time what kinds of host variables must
be declared to store results. Therefore, when you have rows that contain a known number of values of a known type,
use fixed-list SELECT statements to return them. For more information, see the Dynamic SQL for Fixed-List SELECT
Statements example.

• Use varying-list SELECT statements when you do not know ahead of program execution time what kinds of host
variables must be declared to store results. Therefore, when you have rows that contain an unknown number of values
of unknown type, use varying-list SELECT statements to return them. For more information, see the Dynamic SQL for
Varying-List SELECT Statements example.

• If you require several kinds of dynamic SQL statements including varying-list SELECT statements, in any of which
a variable number of parameter markers might be contained, executed in a program, the program could be said to
execute "arbitrary" SQL statements. For an example, see Dynamic SQL for Arbitrary Statement-Types.

NOTE
In addition to the examples in the following sections, see the sample dynamic SQL program on the Datacom/DB
Support website.

Using DBXHAPR in Dynamic SQL

DBXHAPR is only for COBOL programs using dynamic SQL. COBOL does not allow the SQLDATA and SQLIND fields
to be declared as pointer variables. When you nevertheless must set them to the address of host variables in SQLVAR,
follow these steps:

1. Link DBXHAPR to the OBJLIB that is being used by adding the following to your COBOL programs:
CALL 'DBXHAPR' USING <SQLDATA>, <host-var>.

2. Set the address of each SQLDATA and SQLIND field that is used before SQLDA with the following statement in the
linkedit step:
INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBXHAPR)

 

Dynamic SQL for Non-SELECT Statements

The simplest use of dynamic SQL is when only non-SELECT statements are to be dynamically executed and the SQLDA
does not have to be explicitly used.

NOTE
 When you code this type of program, you know how many parameter markers are to be included in the
statement. Therefore, you can code the USING clause of the EXECUTE statement with a list of variable names.

The steps taken by a program where only non-SELECT statements are dynamically executed are as follows:

1. Read a statement containing parameter markers (for example, DELETE FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE CUSNO=?)
into USERSTR.

2. Do a PREPARE of USERSTMT.
    EXEC SQL

      PREPARE USERSTMT FROM :USERSTR

    END-EXEC

3. Read a value for CUSNO from some list.
    DO UNTIL (CUSNO = 0)

      EXEC SQL

        EXECUTE USERSTMT USING :CUSNO

      END-EXEC

    ENDDO
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4. Read the next value for CUSNO from the list, and so on.
5. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

Dynamic SQL for Fixed-List SELECT Statements

In the following example, assume that you know the number and data types of the columns in the SELECT result table
when you code the application program.

To dynamically execute a fixed-list SELECT statement your program must:

1. Load input SQL statement into a data area (as in non-SELECT statement example in Dynamic SQL for Non-SELECT
Statements).

2. DECLARE a cursor-name for the statement name
    EXEC SQL DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR STMT;

3. Read or construct an SQL select-statement (of the form SELECT NAME, ZIP FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE...) into
host variable USERSTR, then use a PREPARE statement and an OPEN statement as shown.
    EXEC SQL PREPARE STMT FROM :USERSTR;

    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1;

Alternately, if there were always two parameter markers in the statement:
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING :PARA1, :PARA2;

Or, to be more flexible, the input host variables could be described by an SQLDA, as in:
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR :SQLDA-PARAS;

In this case, the application program is required to ensure that the number of host variables that are described in the
SQLDA matches the number of parameter markers in the SQL statement.

4. FETCH rows from result table.
    EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 INTO :NAME, :PHONE;

5. CLOSE the cursor
    EXEC SQL CLOSE CURSOR1;

6. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

Dynamic SQL for Varying-List SELECT Statements

The most complex way to use dynamic SQL for SELECT statements is when you write this application program. You do
not know the number and data types of the columns in the result table of SELECT. This requires the use of varying-list
SELECT statements.

As the following example shows, a program that uses varying-list SELECT statements must:

1. Load input SQL statement into a data area (as in non-SELECT statement example already given).
2. DECLARE a cursor-name for the statement name

    EXEC SQL DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR STMT;

3. Declare a host variable called SMLSQLDA of data type SQLDA, with 100 SQLVARs, SQLN=100 (for
example, :SQLSTRING = SELECT COL1 FROM TAB1). If the statement in :SQLSTRING contains parameter
markers, allocate and initialize an SQLDA called, for example, SQLDAPARA, which describes the host variables that
correspond to the parameter markers. Allocate the storage for these host variables, if necessary.

4. Prepare the variable statement.
    PREPARE USERSTMT INTO SMLSQLDA FROM :SQLSTRING;

    IF SMLSQLDA.SQLD = 0 THEN

        the statement was not a select-statement--ERROR

    ENDIF
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5. You must next determine if you have to allocate a larger SQLDA. The PREPARE caused SMLSQLDA.SQLD to be
set to the number of columns in the result table. And, SMLSQLDA.SQLDABC is equal to the size in bytes required
for an SQLDA large enough to describe that many columns (16 + SQLD * 44). If SMLSQLDA.SQLD is greater than
SMLSQLDA.SQLN, the number of columns in the result table is larger than the size allowed for in SMLSQLDA. In this
case, no information has been put into the SQLVARs of SMLSQLDA. The SQLD field has been set to the number of
columns in the result table. Therefore, an SQLDA of the required size can be allocated.
The application program should now allocate an SQLDA of the size indicated by SMLSQLDA.SQLD. If we call this
full-size SQLDA LRGSQLDA, to get the description of the result table filled in, the application program should then
execute a DESCRIBE statement, using LRGSQLDA.
    EXEC SQL DESCRIBE STMT INTO LRGSQLDA;

Now we have an SQLDA that describes (in its SQLVAR section) all the columns of the result table of the select-
statement in SQLSTRING. Examine the SQLDA to allocate storage for a result row of the select-statement. Set the
addresses in the SQLVAR entries to point to memory allocated for each entry.
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1;

Or, if there were parameter markers in the select-statement:
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDAPARA;

6. FETCH rows from result table and CLOSE the cursor. The clause USING DESCRIPTOR LRGSQLDA names an
SQLDA in which the occurrences of SQLVAR point to other areas that receive the values that are returned by the
FETCH. The USING clause can be used here because LRGSQLDA was set up previously (in this example).
    EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR LRGSQLDA;

7. Close the cursor.
    EXEC SQL CLOSE CURSOR1;

8. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

Dynamic SQL for Arbitrary Statement-Types

The most complex use of dynamic SQL is when you need to execute, in a program, several kinds of dynamic SQL
statements, including varying-list SELECT statements (in any of which a variable number of parameter markers might be
contained). Such a program could be said to execute "arbitrary" SQL statements. For example, this kind of program could
present a list of choices, such as choices about:

• Operations (select, delete, update)
• Table names
• Columns to select or update

The program could also allow the entering of lists (such as worker ID numbers) by which to control the application of
operations.

When you know the number and types of parameters, but you do not know in advance the number of parameter markers
(and perhaps the kinds of parameter they stand for):

• Name a list of host variables in the EXECUTE statement if the SQL statement is not SELECT.
• Name a list of host variables in the OPEN statement if the SQL statement is SELECT.

In either case, the number and types of host variables that are named by your program must agree with the number of
parameter markers (in USERSTMT) and the types of parameter for which they stand. The first variable that you use must
have the expected type for the first parameter marker in the statement, and so on, for the other variables and parameter
marker. You must therefore use at least as many variables as the number of parameter markers.

Use a SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) when you do not know the number and types of parameters. You can have as many
SQLDAs included in your program as you want and they do not all have to be used for the same thing. There is no upper
limit. You can also set up an SQLDA to describe a set of parameters.

For purposes of this example, the SQLDA describing a set of parameters is called SQLDAPARA. Its structure is the same
as the structure of other SQLDAs, and as in other SQLDA structures, the number of SQLVAR occurrences can vary. But in
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SQLDAPARA, each occurrence of SQLVAR is used to describe one host variable that replaces one parameter marker at
execution time, either when (for a SELECT statement) a cursor is opened, or when a non-SELECT statement is executed.
With SQLDAPARA, there must therefore be one SQLVAR for every parameter marker.

In SQLDAPARA you can ignore some of the SQLDA fields, but in the case of other fields, you must fill them before you
use an EXECUTE or OPEN statement. See SQLDA (EXECUTE, FETCH, or OPEN Statement).

The following example is a program that executes arbitrary SQL statements.

1. To allow for the case in which USERSTMT gets prepared as a select-statement, do this DECLARE statement:

NOTE
Alternately, this DECLARE statement could be located (as noted later in this example) in the part of the
program labeled: "* The statement is a select-statement. *"

 PROC HANDLEALL

 EXEC SQL DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR USERSTMT;

2. Allocate a host variable called SMLSQLDA of data type SQLDA, with 100 SQLVARs, SQLN=100.

NOTE
100 in this step is an arbitrary number. To save static storage it could be much less than 100, but the lower
number would result in a lengthened execution time. The reason is the increased likelihood of needing the
second DESCRIBE that is shown later in this example.

 SQLSTRING := the SQL statement, constructed in some way

 IF the statement in SQLSTRING has parameter markers THEN

     Analyze the SQL statement: find the parameter markers

       and decide what host variables could be used to

       contain values for each one.  Allocate the host

       variables and indicator variables if necessary.

       (*These parameter markers all describe input host

       variables, values that must be passed to the DBMS when the

       statement is executed.*)

    Declare a host variable called SQLDAPARA of data type

       SQLDA and fill it in to correctly describe and

       point to host variables that correspond to the

       parameter markers.

 ENDIF

 EXEC SQL PREPARE USERSTMT INTO SMLSQLDA FROM :SQLSTRING;

Or alternately:
 EXEC SQL PREPARE USERSTMT FROM :SQLSTRING;

 EXEC SQL DESCRIBE USERSTMT INTO SMLSQLDA;

3. The output result of the PREPARE INTO statement or the PREPARE and DESCRIBE statements is that the
SMLSQLDA is filled in by the DBMS to describe the result table of the statement in USERSTMT. If the statement in
USERSTMT is not a select-statement, there is no result table.
 IF SMLSQLDA.SQLD = 0 THEN

     (* The statement is not a select-statement. *)

     IF the statement in SQLSTRING has no parameter markers THEN

         EXEC SQL EXECUTE USERSTMT;

     ELSE

         IF the statement in SQLSTRING does have parameter
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          markers THEN

             EXEC SQL EXECUTE USERSTMT USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDAPARA;

         ENDIF

     ENDIF

 ELSE

     (* The statement is a select-statement. *)

     (*NOTE: The DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR USERSTMT statement could

       go here, if desired.  It is not executed, but must

       appear physically in the application program source

       before any other statement uses the cursor name.*)

     (*If needed, allocate a bigger SQLDA:*)

     IF SMLSQLDA.SQLD > SMLSQLDA.SQLN THEN

The number of columns in the result table is larger than the size allowed for in SMLSQLDA. In this case, no
information has been put into the SQLVARs of SMLSQLDA. The SQLD field has been set to the number of columns in
the result table, so that an SQLDA of the required size may be allocated. The application program must now allocate
an SQLDA of the size indicated by SMLSQLDA.SQLD. In this example, this full-sized SQLDA is called LRGSQLDA.

4. Allocate a host variable of data type SQLDA, called LRGSQLDA:
           LRGSQLDA, SQLN := SMLSQLDA.SQLD, SQLDABC :=

           16 + SQLN * 44, with SQLN SQLVAR's.

5. To get the description of the result table filled in, the application program must now execute a DESCRIBE statement
using LRGSQLDA.
         EXEC SQL DESCRIBE USERSTMT INTO LRGSQLDA;

     ENDIF

We now have an SQLDA that describes, in its SQLVAR section, all of the columns of the result table of the select-
statement in SQLSTRING.

6. Allocate storage for a result row of the select-statement by examining the SQLDA (either SMLSQLDA or LRGSQLDA).
Set the addresses in the SQLVAR entries to point to the host variables allocated for each column of the result table.
     IF the statement in SQLSTRING has no parameter markers THEN

         EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1;

     ELSE

         EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDAPARA;

     ENDIF

     DO WHILE SQLCODE NOT = 100

         IF LRGSQLDA was allocated

             EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR LRGSQLDA;

         ELSE

             EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR SMLSQLDA;

         ENDIF

7. At this point, the program can decide whether to delete the row (that was just read) or to update it. If the program
wants to update or delete the current row, it can build the UPDATE or DELETE statement and execute it dynamically,
as follows:
          IF an update is desired THEN

              VAR5 := the UPDATE WHERE CURRENT statement,

                 constructed in some way, for example,

                      'UPDATE TABLEX SET COL1 = 5

                       WHERE CURRENT OF CURSOR1'

              EXEC SQL PREPARE S2 FROM :VAR5 END-EXEC;

              EXEC SQL  EXECUTE S2  END-EXEC;

          ELSEIF a delete is desired THEN

              VAR5 := the DELETE WHERE CURRENT statement,
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                 constructed in some way, for example,

                      'DELETE FROM TABLEX

                       WHERE CURRENT OF CURSOR1'

              EXEC SQL PREPARE S2 FROM :VAR5 END-EXEC;

              EXEC SQL EXECUTE S2 END-EXEC;

          ENDIF

     ENDDO

     EXEC SQL CLOSE CURSOR1;

 ENDIF

 ENDPROC HANDLEALL

8. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

SQL Memory Guard
The SQL Memory Guard function, which is used for SQL memory monitoring, is not required for normal production
processing. However, if you are experiencing an unusual SQL memory problem that is affecting the availability of the
Multi-User Facility (MUF), the SQL Memory Guard function can be invoked. In most cases, you should only use the SQL
Memory Guard function if Broadcom Support requests you to do so.

SQL Memory Guard monitors memory requests made by SQL and looks for possible misuse and contention on each
memory address as well as the entire memory pool. If you invoke the SQL Memory Guard function, you might notice a
slight increase in CPU usage. This increase is because the memory guard monitors and records every SQL memory
request.

When the invoked SQL Memory Guard encounters a possible memory problem, it aborts the invalid memory request
before any damage is done to the memory pool. The request that generated the invalid memory request then receives an
SQL return code of -999, thus protecting the Multi-User Facility from a possible destructive memory failure.

The following error message is produced when problems are detected. Additional debugging information is dumped to the
Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

-999
INTERNAL ERROR (file-name LINE xyz): command CONFLICT - addr1(task1)/addr2(task2)

If such a -999 message is received, contact Broadcom Support and give them the following information from the message
text:

command
Is the service requested by task1, such as FREEMEM or DELPOOL

addr1
Is the address of the illegal call to memory services (the R14), relative to the entry point of load module
DBSRPPR

task1
Is the task (RWTSA) number of the outlaw requestor of memory services

addr2
Is the relative address of the call for the prior conflicting request (valid regardless of RWTSA contents)

task2
Is the task (RWTSA) number of the caller for the prior conflicting request on either the memory address or the
memory pool in question. Note that this task may be executing an unrelated job by this point in time. This does not
necessarily prevent the SQL Memory Guard from finding the problem.
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The previous information helps Broadcom Support resolve memory-related problems more quickly. In addition, as always
when you contact Broadcom Support to report any SQL error code, provide a Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) report
with DUMPS=FULL.

The following example is an actual -999 message:

-999
INTERNAL ERROR (MEMSERV LINE 1396): FREEMEM CONFLICT - FD14(1)/FCBE(1)

Activating the SQL Memory Guard

The features of the SQL Memory Guard can be activated or deactivated though normally only at the direction of Broadcom
Support, by executing the following commands:

DIAGOPTION 2,2,ON
Causes automatic debugging and abend prevention to begin either immediately or when the trace table is
allocated.

DIAGOPTION 2,2,OFF
Causes automatic debugging and abend prevention to stop. If the trace table has been allocated, requests are still
logged.

DIAGOPTION 2,4,ON
Causes the memory trace table to be allocated (approximately 32K) and activated (meaning memory requests
are logged) when the next new RUN UNIT starts its first SQL request. To receive automatic debugging and abend
prevention, also execute DIAGOPTION 2,2,ON as described in the following related section.

DIAGOPTION 2,4,OFF
Causes the memory trace table to be freed when the next new RUN UNIT starts its first SQL request. The
memory manager makes the storage available for use by SQL only).

For more information, see Additional Monitoring and Debugging Tools.

SQL and Multiple Multi-User Facilities Support
Learn about Datacom SQL support for multiple Multi-User Facilities (MUFs). SQL requests execute using the first MUF in
the connection lists.

With SQL programs, one compile unit must:

• Run against one Datacom Datadictionary,
• Have one plan, and
• Execute against the Multi-User Facility (MUF) containing both

An SQL program may execute with a multiple MUF User Requirements Table (URT), but all SQL requests execute using
the first MUF in the connection list. In this case, it could specify a SIDNAME= and not be forced to use DBSIDPR. An SQL
program could be split into multiple modules and each could connect to a different MUF. However, no joining of tables or
constraints outside of one MUF is allowed.

SQL detects RRS User Requirements Tables, issues a return code, and does not process COMMIT or ROLLBACK
requests. The multiple MUF interface detects the specific errors and generates RRS COMMIT or ROLLBACK calls. If
RRS is successful, the SQLCODE and related error fields are set to zero/blank. If RRS provides a return code on the
SRRCMIT/SRRBACK, the SQL error is changed to:

• -117,
• program DBMMIPR, and
• message:

RETURN CODE <94(121)> ON COMMAND <COMIT> R15 <?>
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where
?

Specifies the R15 error value from RRS

Application Design Considerations
Be aware of the application design considerations involving index-only processing and cursor processing.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Index-Only Processing

In index-only processing data is retrieved, when possible, from the index only. Retrieving data in this way, eliminates the
cost of accessing the actual row in the data area. For example, consider an online application to look up an account by
name when the customer does not know their account number:

  SELECT NAME, STREET, CITY, ST, ZIP, ACCOUNT_NBR

 FROM ACCOUNTS

 WHERE NAME BETWEEN :NAME_BEG AND :NAME_END

 OPTIMIZE FOR 20 ROWS;         -- ONLY 20 ROWS ON A SCREEN

 

This query can use index-only processing if the following two conditions are met:

• One condition is because there is a key with all the columns in the query. This key includes columns in the
SELECT list, WHERE clause, and anywhere else in the query. In this case key (NAME, ST, ZIP, CITY, STREET,
ACCOUNT_NBR) would work. Notice that the order of the columns in the key is not important, except for being good
for selection. Therefore, the NAME column is first.  The remaining columns are included only so that all the columns
referenced are available from the index.

• Isolation level U is specified for the plan, so that no lock is required.

If the ACCOUNTS table Native Key is ACCOUNT_NBR, accessing rows in NAME sequence could cost an I/O for every
row retrieved. Indexes usually have 100 or more entries per DXX block, requiring just one logical I/O instead of 21 I/Os.

NOTE
If you add columns to an index for index-only retrieval that are updated frequently, the cost of updating the index
may outweigh the advantage of index-only retrieval.

Cursor Processing

The result set of rows for a cursor may be a static set of rows that are copied to a temporary table before any rows are
returned to your program. Or, the rows can be retrieved dynamically as you FETCH the rows. You can use isolation levels
C or R to isolate your transactions from other concurrent transactions. Using this method does not isolate your cursor from
changes your transaction is making while you are FETCHing rows from a cursor that is dynamically retrieving rows. For
example, if you update a row that has been FETCHed with a separate searched UPDATE statement. The same row may
be returned in a subsequent FETCH if the updated values place it in the result set ahead of the dynamic retrieval process.

NOTE
If you use an UPDATE where current of <-cursorName>, Datacom/DB ensures that the row is not returned again
(at the expense of building a temporary index of updated URIs).

To isolate your cursor from changes made by other statements in your program while the cursor is open, use an ORDER
BY, that cannot be satisfied by any key, to force a temporary table to be built. However, if such a key is added in the
future, this new key may be used to eliminate building a temporary table. Also, even if you specified isolation level C,
the current row of the cursor may not be locked. This is due to a block of rows that are returned to your program and the
cursor stability lock on the row was already released.
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To ensure that the current row of the cursor is locked, specify an UPDATE or DELETE where current of <-cursorName>
for the cursor. Blocking is not used even if these statements are never executed. The current row of the cursor is held by
an exclusive lock until you FETCH the next row.

Access Legacy Data with DATACOM VIEW
This section outlines support for SQL access to legacy data that does not conform to the standard relational model.
Access is now supported for the following:

• The elements of an array, that is, single dimensional arrays that correspond to "simple repeating fields" in Datacom
Datadictionary, are supported.

• "Redefines," that is, columns that redefine other columns (including arrays).

Compound fields are accessible (as CHAR) even if the underlying simple fields are also visible. To achieve this,
DATACOM VIEW, a Datacom/DB extension to the CREATE VIEW statement (see CREATE VIEW Statement (DQ)), has
been implemented. A DATACOM VIEW differs from a standard view as follows:

• The syntax starts with CREATE DATACOM VIEW instead of CREATE VIEW.
• Columns representing the "redefines" and the array elements that we support are now visible, but only to the CREATE

DATACOM VIEW statement. The data is accessed through the view.

CREATE DATACOM VIEW is a flexible, powerful construct. References to columns in a redefinition from a query or view
that references the DATACOM VIEW are references to the columns of the view that are projected by the view. These view
columns can inherit the column names of the database table, unless that column is an array, or be assigned new names.
The user of the view can consider the view for each record type as a separate database table.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Redefinitions

A redefinition is a column definition or a set of column definitions that provides an alternate definition for another column.
Columns in a redefinition do not add length to a row but redefine columns that are previously listed in the table. Columns
of a redefinition may have a different data type.

Redefinitions are commonly used to describe a table with multiple record types. Leading columns are common to
all record types. Trailing columns depend on the record type that is specified by one or more of the leading common
columns. Reference to columns dependent on the record type must be delayed until predicates that reference the record
type columns have been evaluated; or attempts to reference data that is contained in rows of the wrong record type could
occur.

To prevent these invalid references, the following rules are required:

• Columns that are contained in a redefinition are visible only to the CREATE DATACOM VIEW statement. Datacom/DB
enforces this rule.
Any predicates required to limit the rows of the view to a certain "record type" or otherwise prevent access to invalidly
typed data must appear as the first predicates in the WHERE clause and be RQA-able. RQA-able means that the
predicates should be simple and presentable in a RQA (Request Qualification Area) used by Compound Boolean
Selection (CBS) logic. For example, LIKE predicates are generally not RQA-able, but predicates that use the basic
comparison operators are. Failure to follow this rule could result in an attempt to process non-data-type-conformant
data, resulting in "invalid data" errors and various other problems. Datacom/DB does not enforce this rule. The user
must enforce this rule. Datacom/DB has no way of knowing how users distinguish which rows belong to what record
type or whether there are separate record types at all. Users must supply predicates in the CREATE DATACOM VIEW
as necessary to prevent Datacom/DB from retrieving rows of, for example, "record type B" when reading from the
"record type A" view.
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NOTE
If the data does not contain alternate record types, predicates to distinguish between record types are
unnecessary.

Additional rules are:

• The FROM clause of the DATACOM VIEW may only reference a single database table. A DATACOM VIEW therefore
cannot be nested. However, queries and standard views may join DATACOM VIEWS, and those views may be nested.

• For more rules that apply to any arrays referenced by the view, see Additional Items to Consider.

Example of Multiple Record Types

In the following example, the ORDERS table contains orders for both parts and service calls. The table has the following
set of column definitions:

• order_id is INTEGER
• order_type is CHAR(7)
• order_detail is CHAR(200)

The order_type column defines the type of row. When order_type is PARTS, order_detail is an array of part numbers,
followed by an array of quantities. When the order_type is SERVICE, order_detail contains a textual description of the
requested service.

Assume order_detail is redefined for PARTS orders as follows:

• Part_number is an array of zoned-decimal (NUMERIC(5,0)) part numbers, followed by quantity, an array of INTEGER
quantities for each part ordered.

• Order_detail is again redefined for SERVICE orders as follows: service_description is CHAR(199), followed by on_site,
which is CHAR(1).

Given the previously stated conditions, the following views can be defined:

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW part_orders

        (order_id, order_type, part_1, quantity_1,

         part_2, quantity_2, part_3, quantity_3)

  AS

  SELECT order_id, order_type, part_number[1], quantity[1]

         part_number[2], quantity[2], part_number[3],quantity[3]

  FROM orders

  WHERE order_type = 'PARTS'

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW service_orders (order_id, order_type, on_site, description)

  AS

  SELECT order_id, order_type, on_site, service_description

  FROM orders

  WHERE order_type = 'SERVICE'

The views may then be manipulated almost as if they are database tables, with the restrictions previously noted as well
as restrictions applicable to any view. If we had omitted the WHERE clauses, then view part_orders might try to read the
service description of a service order and interpret it as an array of zoned-decimal part numbers.

NOTE
The WITH CHECK OPTION is supported.

Arrays

Array element references are made using the syntax column-name[subscript], as shown in the following example. Non-
subscripted array references are not allowed. Array element references must be assigned specific column names in the
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view, using either the AS-clause in the view-defining query, or an explicit view-column-name list. Outside of the CREATE
DATACOM VIEW statement, references to these columns are made using the column names of the view.

The following example is a DATACOM VIEW containing references to array elements. The sales column does not have to
be a redefinition to be visible to CREATE DATACOM VIEW:

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW (sales01, sales02, sales03, sales04,

         sales05, sales06, sales07, sales08,

         sales09, sales10, sales11, sales12) AS

 SELECT  sales[1], sales[2], sales[3], sales[4], sales[5], sales[6],

         sales[7], sales[8], sales[9], sales[10], sales[11], sales[12]

 FROM <-tableName>;

As shown in this example, elements of an array may be referenced with a literal integer subscript within square brackets
within the range of 1 to the number of occurrences. For example, to reference sales for October: sales[10].

As already mentioned, reference to an element of an array is restricted to DATACOM VIEWs.

More Items to Consider

Consider the following  points:

• Multiple dimensions are not supported. In this case, arrays within the first dimension are referenced as a single CHAR
column as they always have been.

• An array must be defined with Datacom Datadictionary, versus CREATE TABLE.
• View columns containing array elements may not be referenced by left-outer joins. This reference can be rejected at

any point before the execution of the query.
• Reference to the array column without the use of subscripts is disallowed.

NOTE
If a whole-array is referenced in a SELECT list outside a DATACOM VIEW, it is returned as a single CHAR
column. The host application may redefine this area as an array. But when using Dynamic SQL, the DESCRIBE
statement or the SQLDA of a FETCH statement cannot describe a column as an array. SQLDA is the SQL
descriptor area that is used to describe columns that are passed to/from the  application of the user and the
Multi-User Facility. This is because the SQLVAR structure of the SQLDA as defined by ANSI/ISO SQL does not
include a field for number of elements. SQLVAR is a structure that defines a single column in an SQLDA.

Default Values for Redefinitions and Arrays

As with any INSERT, when performing an INSERT into a DATACOM VIEW, every base-table column must receive an
explicitly specified value, a default, or a NULL. SQL processes any default values that are defined for a redefined column.

NOTE
The default value for an array column, when referenced through a DATACOM VIEW, is considered to be an
array-element value. This value is applied separately to each array element not receiving a value.

These defaults are added through Datacom Datadictionary rather than through SQL DDL.

With redefines involved, SQL must decide which default to apply to a given base-table column. Therefore, when
processing an INSERT, the following algorithm is applied.  Columns that are not part of any redefinition are referred to as
primary columns:

1. The INSERT statement is compared to the definition of the base-table to determine whether a value has been supplied
for every primary column. If every primary column has a value, the INSERT procedure goes forward. Otherwise, step 2
occurs.
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2. For each primary column not receiving a value, Datacom/DB:
a. Lays down any non-NULL default that is defined for that column
b. Overlays this with defaults or NULL for all redefinitions that are both a part of the DATACOM VIEW, and intersect

the primary column.
c. If neither the laying down nor overlaying in the previous two steps resulted in a non-NULL value being placed in

any portion of the primary column, a NULL is inserted. Null indicators for intersecting redefines remain in place.

Additional Considerations

Consider the following carefully:

• While you are not prevented by Datacom/DB from defining DATACOM VIEWs that contain overlapping columns, we
recommend against the use of overlapping columns when alternate solutions are possible. We are not responsible
for the integrity of data or the operation of a DBMS that has been maintained through a view containing overlapping
columns.

• When an array column is referenced as a single large CHAR column outside of any DATACOM VIEW, any default
value for INSERT is applied once to the entire column. When referenced through a DATACOM VIEW, it is applied to
each array element. This will change when view support is implemented outside of DATACOM VIEWs.

Datacom Datadictionary Considerations

No change is required by Datacom Datadictionary to provide additional data in the Data Definition Directory (DDD) table
for SQL. All columns in a redefinition are already present and contain a unique SQL name, and all arrays are indicated
with their number of elements.

Datacom Datadictionary SQL Column Report

To aid users of a DATACOM VIEW, Datacom Datadictionary provides a SQL Column Report to list the SQL columns that
are visible to the view.

Override SQL Key Selection
Learn how to override SQL key selections in Datacom SQL. Options include the DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY'
special register and the x_HINT_keyname method. Find information about XML support.

Override with DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY'

The USE KEY special register lets database administrators (DBAs) specify a key for a query to improve the performance
of the query. Specify multiple USE KEY options in a semicolon-delimited list. Other options, such as JOIN_METHOD, may
also be included in the semicolon-delimited list. USE KEY is applicable for both ON and WHERE clauses.

For more information, see USE KEY and Special Registers.

Override with _HINT_

IMPORTANT
The _HINT_ override method is valid. However, the preferred method for SQL key overrides is the
DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' special register.

Normally, the SQL Optimizer automatically selects the most efficient key for you. Occasionally, the statistics that are used
to estimate costs do not reflect actual costs closely enough to select the most efficient key. When this situation occurs you
can:
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• Specify the key to use in a special format of a correlation name, or
• If the SQL statement is generated and you cannot specify a correlation name, in a synonym name using the same

special format.

The following syntax shows the override key option:

►►─ x_HINT_keynm ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

x
is any value that is meaningful to you.
Valid Entries:

any leading characters
Default Value:

(No default)
_HINT_

is the literal that triggers the interpretation of the next five characters as the override key.
Valid Entries:

_HINT_
Default Value:

(No default)
keynm

is the override key, a five-character internal key name, not the SQL key name. If this override key name exists for
the table, all other keys are marked "ignore" in the Compound Boolean Selection Optimization Report. All other
keys are hidden from the SQL Optimizer. Be aware, no error is generated and the key is ignored if the specified
key name does not exist or cannot be used because it does not index nil values.
No check is made to qualify the key for performance.
That the key was used can be reported by Accounting Element CBSOR (CBS Optimizer Reasons) as key type
"P," that is, Parm, because it is specified in the CBS RQA (Request Qualification Area) Parameter section as the
override key. The SQL Optimization Report also indicates the use of the override key under an "OVERRIDE KEY"
heading.
The special key name $PHY$ can be used to force a data area scan in physical sequence without using any
index.
Valid Entries:

a valid five-character internal key name (not the SQL name for the key)
Default Value:

(No default)
Examples
  CREATE TABLE CARS (MAKE CHAR(8), COLOR CHAR(8));

  CREATE INDEX CARS_COLOR_KEY ON CARS (COLOR) DATACOM NAME COLOR;

  CREATE SYNONYM CARS_HINT_COLOR FOR CARS;

NOTE
The first line in the previously shown example creates a key on column MAKE.

The following example shows the use of a synonym for override:
  SELECT * FROM CARS_HINT_COLOR

  WHERE MAKE = 'FORD' AND COLOR= 'PINK';

The following example shows the use of a correlation name for override:
  SELECT * FROM CARS CARS_HINT_COLOR

  WHERE MAKE = 'FORD' AND COLOR= 'PINK';
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NOTE
Using statistics such as cardinality and BLKCHG, the SQL Optimizer might select the key
on column MAKE when the key on COLOR is the most efficient, since PINK is a rare color.
These queries cause the COLOR key to be used.

XML Support

Using XML (Extensible Markup Language) allows you to externalize relational data as XML. The Datacom/DB
implementation of XML includes support for the following XML functions:

• XMLATTRIBUTES
• XMLCONCAT
• XMLELEMENT
• XMLFOREST
• XMLSERIALIZE

For details about using XML, see XML Scalar Functions.

SQL Read-Only
Define SQL read-only tables by specifying the SQL-INTENT attribute-type as R in Datacom Datadictionary batch or
online.

In a table defined as SQL read-only, using SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to attempt to insert new rows,
update existing rows, or delete existing rows is not allowed. Attempts to do so result in an error message.

SQL Source Cache
Database Administrators (DBAs) use the SQL Source Cache to reduce MUF resource consumption and lower response
times. The SQL Source Cache is a collection of previously executed dynamic queries from Datacom Server and the batch
utility DBSQLPR. Additionally, queries executed under the DDOL Interactive SQL Service Facility are also enabled for
SQL Source Cache participation. Queries that are stored in the SQL Source Cache and match new queries reduce the
preparation (bind) cost. Statistics that are accumulated for these queries allow inefficient queries to be identified.

Do not confuse the SQL Source Cache with the Least Recently Used (LRU) Statement Cache. The LRU Statement Cache
reduces the overhead of executing "static" SQL statements by avoiding access to the DDD table. The SQL Source Cache,
however, is a collection of "dynamic" statements. The two separate caches do not share statements. Referring to a cache
as simply "the Cache" refers to the SQL Source Cache.

Access to the Cache is through using a group of Dynamic System Tables (DSTs). All the Cache DSTs have an
authorization ID of SYSADM and begin with the prefix SQLSC (SQL Source Cache).

To be as effective as possible, the Cache replaces literals in the SQL source string that is used to match queries in the
Cache, with a unique symbol (@) to allow a match regardless of the literal value. For example, if this query:

select * from cars where color = ‘RED’ and make = ‘FORD’

is stored in the Cache, this new query would match:

select * from cars where color = ‘PINK’ and make = ‘FORD’

Because the two queries are considered matches, the bind process is avoided by using a copy of the same plan that the
first query generated. Also, statistics are accumulated to only one query. Both queries were probably generated by the
same application that substituted the different input selection colors.

This reuse of the same plan does not prevent selection of the most efficient index, because index selection is still
performed by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility (CBS) when different literal values could cause a different index to
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be most efficient. In this example, CBS would select the COLOR index over the MAKE index for the second query, even if
the first query used the MAKE index.

To use the SQL Cache feature, either add the MUF startup options SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE and
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS to your MUF SYSIN or accept the defaults.

The values of the SQL Source Cache MUF startup options can be dynamically updated while MUF is running by using the
SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) dynamic system table. The change takes effect when the Cache is next searched.

The following example shows the use of the SQL_CONSOLE table:

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS nnnnnn');   

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE nnnnnn')

The mufname variable is the internal MUF name. The valid values for the nnnnnn variables are 0 through 100M for
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE and 0 through 100 K for SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS.

NOTE
Although you can dynamically update the nnnnnn specification, a dynamic update, in this case, only changes
the Master List, not the SQL structures that use the dynamically updated limit. The SQL structures are changed
when an INSERT or SELECT statement is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR.
Therefore, while a console command posts the change, the change does not take effect until the next INSERT
or SELECT is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR. The SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF)
Dynamic System Table column SCF_MEMORY_SIZED_TS shows the time when the change takes place, not
the time the console command was issued.

When the Cache is full and a new query is inserted, the least recently used (LRU) query or queries are purged from the
Cache. The SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF) table (DST) can be used to compute the hit ratio. The hit ratio is the ratio of the
number of times the Cache is searched, compared to the number of times a match was found.

Not all queries qualify for caching. The Cache is used in cursor-related SQL statements, that is, statements declaring,
opening, fetching, and closing cursors. However, when some features are used in a query, the literal replacement process
cannot be used. As a result, that query is never added to the Cache and is always bound.

The Source Cache, which skips the bind process, is not used when the SQL Optimization Report is requested.

The Cache is also used in the INSERT VALUES statement.

Queries not cached

Queries with the following syntax are not cached:

1. Special Registers SPLREG_DCM_TSN and SPLREG_DCM_MUF_NAME
2. Labeled Durations
3. predicates comparing between UNSIGNED NUMERIC and CHAR data types
4. column1 LIKE 'XXX%' ← converted to column1 = 'XXX'
5. column1_length_3 = '1234' ← special processing used when the literal is longer than the column

For more information see:

• SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE
• SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS

SQL Manager
The SQL Manager prepares, optionally stores, and executes SQL statements and it is integrated with the Multi-User
Facility. The SQL Manager is accessed by the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor and by other DATACOM products such as
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the Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery. The following diagram approximates how the SQL Manager processes an
application with embedded SQL statements.

Figure 1: SQL Manager

Interactive SQL is supported by Dataquery, with capabilities to create and populate tables using standard SQL
statements. See the Dataquery documentation for information on how this product uses SQL.

The Datacom Datadictionary supports the definition of tables and views using SQL statements, allowing you to take
advantage of the standardization that SQL provides. Use the Datacom Datadictionary menu-driven method to define
database structures, as an alternative to SQL, and update the SQL defined databases with additional information that is
not currently available in SQL. In addition, the Datacom Datadictionary provides many capabilities not available through
SQL. For example, text classifications allow you to store text about your SQL tables, views and columns in addition to that
specified in the COMMENT ON statement. Certain attributes for SQL tables and columns can be modified directly through
Datacom Datadictionary without limiting the ability to access these occurrences through SQL.

NOTE
For more information about these capabilities, see Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
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JCL Example Notation
Learn about the use of Job Control Language (JCL) notation in the Datacom documentation. Find information about the
notation for commands, keywords, values, symbols, and omitted keywords.

This documentation uses the following JCL notation:
UPPERCASE

Identifies commands, keywords, and keyword values which must be coded exactly as shown.
symbols

Symbols, such as commas, equal signs, and slashes, must be coded exactly as shown.

Do not type the following notations when they appear in the JCL examples. They are provided to clarify the JCL syntax.
lowercase

Identifies a value or values that you must supply.
. . .

Indicates the omission of one or more keywords or parameters that you must code according to the specific
installation at your site.
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